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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Project information.
	2. Work covered by Contract Documents.
	3. Access to site.
	4. Coordination with occupants.
	5. Work restrictions.
	6. Specification and drawing conventions.

	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 015000 "Temporary Facilities and Controls" for limitations and procedures governing temporary use of Owner's facilities.


	1.3 PROJECT INFORMATION
	A. Project Identification: Dinwiddie County-McKenney Fire Station Apron Replacement.
	1. Project Location: 10507 Doyle Blvd., McKenney, VA. 23872.

	B. Owner: Dinwiddie County
	1. Owner's Representative: Dennis E. Hale, Chief of Fire & EMS; 13850 Courthouse Road, Dinwiddie, VA. 23841; Phone 804-469-5388; E-mail: dhale@dinwiddieva.us

	C. Engineer: DJG Inc. Darren Curtis, PLA; 757-253-0673, dcurtis@djginc.com
	D. Engineer Consultants: The Engineer has retained the following design professionals who have prepared designated portions of the Contract Documents:
	1. Geotechnical: ECS MidAtlantic, LLC.


	1.4 WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
	A. The Work of Project is defined by the Contract Documents and consists of the following:
	1. Work includes demolition and replacement of the existing street-side concrete apron. Work also includes portions of adjacent sidewalk to be removed and replaced, repair of sinkholes at an adjacent catch basin, and associated erosion and sediment co...

	B. Type of Contract:
	1. Project will be constructed under a single prime contract.


	1.5 ACCESS TO SITE
	A. General: Contractor shall have limited use of Project site for construction operations as indicated on Drawings by the Contract limits and as indicated by requirements of this Section.
	B. Use of Site: Limit use of Project site to work in areas indicated. Do not disturb portions of Project site beyond areas in which the Work is indicated.
	1. Limits: Confine construction operations to limits of disturbance shown on plans.


	1.6 COORDINATION WITH OCCUPANTS
	A. Full Owner Occupancy: Owner will occupy site and existing building(s) during entire construction period. Cooperate with Owner during construction operations to minimize conflicts and facilitate Owner usage. Perform the Work so as not to interfere w...
	1. Maintain access to existing walkways, corridors, and other adjacent occupied or used facilities. Do not close or obstruct walkways, corridors, or other occupied or used facilities without written permission from Owner and approval of authorities ha...


	1.7 WORK RESTRICTIONS
	A. Work Restrictions, General: Comply with restrictions on construction operations.
	1. Comply with limitations on use of public streets and with other requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.

	B. On-Site Work Hours: Limit work to normal business working hours of 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, unless otherwise indicated.
	C. Noise, Vibration, and Odors: Coordinate operations that may result in high levels of noise and vibration, odors, or other disruption to Owner occupancy with Owner.
	1. Notify Owner not less than two days in advance of proposed disruptive operations.
	2. Obtain Owner’s written permission before proceeding with disruptive operations.

	D. Nonsmoking Building: Smoking is not permitted within the building or within 34T25 feet 34Tof entrances, operable windows, or outdoor-air intakes.
	E. Controlled Substances: Use of tobacco products and other controlled substances on Project site is not permitted.

	1.8 SPECIFICATION AND DRAWING CONVENTIONS
	A. Specification Content: The Specifications use certain conventions for the style of language and the intended meaning of certain terms, words, and phrases when used in particular situations. These conventions are as follows:
	1. Imperative mood and streamlined language are generally used in the Specifications. The words "shall," "shall be," or "shall comply with," depending on the context, are implied where a colon (:) is used within a sentence or phrase.
	2. Specification requirements are to be performed by Contractor unless specifically stated otherwise.

	B. Division 01 General Requirements: Requirements of Sections in Division 01 apply to the Work of all Sections in the Specifications.
	C. Drawing Coordination: Requirements for materials and products identified on Drawings are described in detail in the Specifications. One or more of the following are used on Drawings to identify materials and products:
	1. Terminology: Materials and products are identified by the typical generic terms used in the individual Specifications Sections.
	2. Abbreviations: Materials and products are identified by abbreviations published as part of the U.S. National CAD Standard.
	3. Keynoting: Materials and products are identified by reference keynotes referencing Specification Section numbers found in this Project Manual.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS (Not Used)
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION (Not Used)
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes administrative provisions for coordinating construction operations on Project including, but not limited to, the following:
	1. General coordination procedures.
	2. Requests for Information (RFIs).
	3. Project meetings.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. RFI: Request from Owner, Architect, or Contractor seeking information required by or clarifications of the Contract Documents.

	1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
	A. Subcontract List: Prepare a written summary identifying individuals or firms proposed for each portion of the Work, including those who are to furnish products or equipment fabricated to a special design. Include the following information in tabula...
	1. Name, address, and telephone number of entity performing subcontract or supplying products.
	2. Number and title of related Specification Section(s) covered by subcontract.
	3. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate, covered by subcontract.

	B. Key Personnel Names: Within 15 days of starting construction operations, submit a list of key personnel assignments, including superintendent and other personnel in attendance at Project site. Identify individuals and their duties and responsibilit...

	1.5 GENERAL COORDINATION PROCEDURES
	A. Coordination: Coordinate construction operations included in different Sections of the Specifications to ensure efficient and orderly installation of each part of the Work. Coordinate construction operations, included in different Sections, that de...
	1. Schedule construction operations in sequence required to obtain the best results where installation of one part of the Work depends on installation of other components, before or after its own installation.
	2. Coordinate installation of different components to ensure maximum performance and accessibility for required maintenance, service, and repair.
	3. Make adequate provisions to accommodate items scheduled for later installation.

	B. Prepare memoranda for distribution to each party involved, outlining special procedures required for coordination. Include such items as required notices, reports, and list of attendees at meetings.
	C. Administrative Procedures: Coordinate scheduling and timing of required administrative procedures with other construction activities to avoid conflicts and to ensure orderly progress of the Work. Such administrative activities include, but are not ...
	1. Preparation of Contractor's construction schedule.
	2. Preparation of the schedule of values.
	3. Installation and removal of temporary facilities and controls.
	4. Delivery and processing of submittals.
	5. Progress meetings.
	6. Preinstallation conferences.
	7. Project closeout activities.

	D. Conservation: Coordinate construction activities to ensure that operations are carried out with consideration given to conservation of energy, water, and materials. Coordinate use of temporary utilities to minimize waste.
	1. Salvage materials and equipment involved in performance of, but not actually incorporated into, the Work. See other Sections for disposition of salvaged materials that are designated as Owner's property.


	1.6 REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFIs)
	A. General: Immediately on discovery of the need for additional information or interpretation of the Contract Documents, Contractor shall prepare and submit an RFI in the form specified.
	1. Engineer will return RFIs submitted to Engineer by other entities controlled by Contractor with no response.
	2. Coordinate and submit RFIs in a prompt manner so as to avoid delays in Contractor's work or work of subcontractors.

	B. Content of the RFI: Include a detailed, legible description of item needing information or interpretation and the following:
	1. Project name.
	2. Project number.
	3. Date.
	4. Name of Contractor.
	5. Name of Engineer.
	6. RFI number, numbered sequentially.
	7. RFI subject.
	8. Specification Section number and title and related paragraphs, as appropriate.
	9. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
	10. Field dimensions and conditions, as appropriate.
	11. Contractor's suggested resolution. If Contractor's suggested resolution impacts the Contract Time or the Contract Sum, Contractor shall state impact in the RFI.
	12. Contractor's signature.
	13. Attachments: Include sketches, descriptions, measurements, photos, Product Data, Shop Drawings, coordination drawings, and other information necessary to fully describe items needing interpretation.
	a. Include dimensions, thicknesses, structural grid references, and details of affected materials, assemblies, and attachments on attached sketches.


	C. RFI Forms: Software-generated form with substantially the same content as indicated above, acceptable to Engineer.
	1. Attachments shall be electronic files in Adobe Acrobat PDF format.

	D. Engineer Action: Engineer will review each RFI, determine action required, and respond. Allow seven working days for Engineer response for each RFI. RFIs received by Engineer after 1:00 p.m. will be considered as received the following working day.
	1. The following Contractor-generated RFIs will be returned without action:
	a. Requests for approval of submittals.
	b. Requests for approval of substitutions.
	c. Requests for approval of Contractor's means and methods.
	d. Requests for coordination information already indicated in the Contract Documents.
	e. Requests for adjustments in the Contract Time or the Contract Sum.
	f. Requests for interpretation of Architect's actions on submittals.
	g. Incomplete RFIs or inaccurately prepared RFIs.

	2. Engineer action may include a request for additional information, in which case Engineer time for response will date from time of receipt of additional information.
	3. Engineer action on RFIs that may result in a change to the Contract Time or the Contract Sum may be eligible for Contractor to submit Change Proposal.
	a. If Contractor believes the RFI response warrants change in the Contract Time or the Contract Sum, notify Engineer in writing within 10 days of receipt of the RFI response.

	4. Date Engineers response was received.

	E. On receipt of Engineer action, update the RFI log and immediately distribute the RFI response to affected parties. Review response and notify Engineer within seven days if Contractor disagrees with response.
	1. Identification of related Minor Change in the Work, Construction Change Directive, and Proposal Request, as appropriate.
	2. Identification of related Field Order, Work Change Directive, and Proposal Request, as appropriate.


	1.7 PROJECT MEETINGS
	A. General: Schedule and conduct meetings and conferences at Project site unless otherwise indicated.
	1. Attendees: Inform participants and others involved, and individuals whose presence is required, of date and time of each meeting. Notify Owner and Engineer of scheduled meeting dates and times.
	2. Agenda: Prepare the meeting agenda. Distribute the agenda to all invited attendees.
	3. Minutes: Entity responsible for conducting meeting will record significant discussions and agreements achieved. Distribute the meeting minutes to everyone concerned, including Owner and Engineer, within three days of the meeting.

	B. Preconstruction Conference: Schedule and conduct a preconstruction conference before starting construction, at a time convenient to Owner, but no later than 15 days after execution of the Agreement.
	1. Conduct the conference to review responsibilities and personnel assignments.
	2. Attendees: Authorized representatives of Owner, Engineer, and their consultants; Contractor and its superintendent; major subcontractors; suppliers; and other concerned parties shall attend the conference. Participants at the conference shall be fa...
	3. Agenda: Discuss items of significance that could affect progress, including the following:
	a. Tentative construction schedule.
	b. Designation of key personnel and their duties.
	c. Submittal procedures.
	d. Work restrictions.
	e. Working hours.
	f. Owner's occupancy requirements.
	g. Responsibility for temporary facilities and controls.
	h. Construction waste management and recycling.
	i. Parking availability.
	j. Progress cleaning.

	4. Minutes: Entity responsible for conducting meeting will record and distribute meeting minutes.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS (Not Used)
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION (Not Used)
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for documenting the progress of construction during performance of the Work, including the following:
	1. Contractor's construction schedule.
	2. Daily construction reports.
	3. Special reports.


	1.3 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
	A. Format for Submittals: Submit required submittals in the following format:
	1. Working electronic copy of schedule file, where indicated.
	2. PDF electronic file.

	B. Contractor's Construction Schedule: Initial schedule, of size required to display entire schedule for entire construction period.
	1. Submit a working electronic copy of schedule, using software indicated, and labeled to comply with requirements for submittals. Include type of schedule (initial or updated) and date on label.

	C. Daily Construction Reports: Submit at weekly intervals.
	D. Special Reports: Submit at time of unusual event.

	1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Prescheduling Conference: Conduct conference at Project site to comply with requirements in Section 013100 "Project Management and Coordination." Review methods and procedures related to the preliminary construction schedule and Contractor's constr...
	1. Review software limitations and content and format for reports.
	2. Verify availability of qualified personnel needed to develop and update schedule.
	3. Discuss constraints, including area separations and partial Owner occupancy.
	4. Review delivery dates for Owner-furnished products.
	5. Review schedule for work of Owner's separate contracts.
	6. Review submittal requirements and procedures.
	7. Review time required for review of submittals and resubmittals.
	8. Review requirements for tests and inspections by independent testing and inspecting agencies.
	9. Review time required for Project closeout and Owner startup procedures.
	10. Review and finalize list of construction activities to be included in schedule.
	11. Review procedures for updating schedule.


	1.5 COORDINATION
	A. Coordinate preparation and processing of schedules and reports with performance of construction activities and with scheduling and reporting of separate contractors.
	B. Coordinate Contractor's construction schedule with the schedule of values, submittal schedule, progress reports, payment requests, and other required schedules and reports.
	1. Secure time commitments for performing critical elements of the Work from entities involved.
	2. Coordinate each construction activity in the network with other activities and schedule them in proper sequence.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 CONTRACTOR'S CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE, GENERAL
	A. Time Frame: Extend schedule from date established for the Notice to Proceed to date of final completion.
	1. Contract completion date shall not be changed by submission of a schedule that shows an early completion date, unless specifically authorized by Change Order.

	B. Activities: Treat each story or separate area as a separate numbered activity for each main element of the Work. Comply with the following:
	1. Activity Duration: Define activities so no activity is longer than 20 days, unless specifically allowed by Architect.
	3. Substantial Completion: Indicate completion in advance of date established for Substantial Completion, and allow time for Owner’s Representative administrative procedures necessary for certification of Substantial Completion.
	4. Punch List and Final Completion: Include not more than 30 days for completion of punch list items and final completion.

	C. Constraints: Include constraints and work restrictions indicated in the Contract Documents and as follows in schedule, and show how the sequence of the Work is affected.
	1. Work Restrictions: Show the effect of the following items on the schedule:
	a. Limitations of continued occupancies.
	b. Use of premises restrictions.


	D. Milestones: Include milestones indicated in the Contract Documents in schedule, including, but not limited to, the Notice to Proceed, Substantial Completion, and final completion.
	E. Recovery Schedule: When periodic update indicates the Work is 14 or more calendar days behind the current approved schedule, submit a separate recovery schedule indicating means by which Contractor intends to regain compliance with the schedule. In...

	2.2 CONTRACTOR'S CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE (GANTT CHART)
	A. Gantt-Chart Schedule: Submit a comprehensive, fully developed, horizontal, Gantt-chart-type, Contractor's construction schedule within 30 days of date established for the Notice to Proceed. Base schedule on the startup construction schedule and add...
	B. Preparation: Indicate each significant construction activity separately. Identify first workday of each week with a continuous vertical line.

	2.3 SPECIAL REPORTS
	A. General: Submit special reports directly to Owner within one day of an occurrence. Distribute copies of report to parties affected by the occurrence.
	B. Reporting Unusual Events: When an event of an unusual and significant nature occurs at Project site, whether or not related directly to the Work, prepare and submit a special report. List chain of events, persons participating, response by Contract...


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 CONTRACTOR'S CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
	A. Contractor's Construction Schedule Updating: At weekly intervals, update schedule to reflect actual construction progress and activities.
	1. Revise schedule immediately after each meeting or other activity where revisions have been recognized or made. Issue updated schedule concurrently with the report of each such meeting.
	2. Include a report with updated schedule that indicates every change, including, but not limited to, changes in logic, durations, actual starts and finishes, and activity durations.
	3. As the Work progresses, indicate final completion percentage for each activity.

	B. Distribution: Distribute copies of approved schedule to Owner’s Representative and other parties identified by Contractor with a need-to-know schedule responsibility.
	1. When revisions are made, distribute updated schedules to the same parties.




	013300_FL
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes requirements for the submittal schedule and administrative and procedural requirements for submitting Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and other submittals.

	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Action Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that require Architect's responsive action. Action submittals are those submittals indicated in individual Specification Sections as "action submittals."
	B. Informational Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that do not require Architect's responsive action. Submittals may be rejected for not complying with requirements. Informational submittals are those submittals indicate...
	C. Portable Document Format (PDF): An open standard file format licensed by Adobe Systems used for representing documents in a device-independent and display resolution-independent fixed-layout document format.

	1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Submittal Schedule: Submit a schedule of submittals, arranged in chronological order by dates required by construction schedule. Include time required for review, ordering, manufacturing, fabrication, and delivery when establishing dates. Include a...
	1. Initial Submittal: Submit concurrently with startup construction schedule. Include submittals required during the first 10 days of construction.
	2. Final Submittal: Submit concurrently with the first complete submittal of Contractor's construction schedule.
	a. Submit revised submittal schedule to reflect changes in current status and timing for submittals.

	3. Format: Arrange the following information in a tabular format:
	a. Scheduled date for first submittal.
	b. Specification Section number and title.
	c. Submittal category: Action; informational.
	d. Description of the Work covered.
	e. Scheduled date for Engineer final release or approval.
	f. Activity or event number.



	1.5 SUBMITTAL ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
	A. Engineer Digital Data Files: Electronic digital data files of the Contract Drawings will not be provided by Architect for Contractor's use in preparing submittals.
	B. Coordination: Coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with performance of construction activities.
	1. Coordinate each submittal with fabrication, purchasing, testing, delivery, other submittals, and related activities that require sequential activity.
	2. Submit all submittal items required for each Specification Section concurrently unless partial submittals for portions of the Work are indicated on approved submittal schedule.
	3. Submit action submittals and informational submittals required by the same Specification Section as separate packages under separate transmittals.
	4. Coordinate transmittal of different types of submittals for related parts of the Work so processing will not be delayed because of need to review submittals concurrently for coordination.

	C. Processing Time: Allow time for submittal review, including time for resubmittals, as follows. Time for review shall commence on Engineer’s receipt of submittal. No extension of the Contract Time will be authorized because of failure to transmit su...
	1. Initial Review: Allow 15 days for initial review of each submittal. Allow additional time if coordination with subsequent submittals is required. Engineer will advise Contractor when a submittal being processed must be delayed for coordination.
	2. Resubmittal Review: Allow 15 days for review of each resubmittal.

	D. Electronic Submittals: Identify and incorporate information in each electronic submittal file as follows:
	1. Name file with submittal number or other unique identifier, including revision identifier.
	2. Provide means for insertion to permanently record Contractor's review and approval markings and action taken by Engineer.
	3. Transmittal Form for Electronic Submittals: Use form acceptable to Owner, containing the following information:
	a. Project name.
	b. Date.
	c. Name and address of Engineer.
	d. Name of Contractor.
	e. Name of firm or entity that prepared submittal.
	f. Names of subcontractor, manufacturer, and supplier.
	g. Submittal purpose and description.
	h. Specification Section number and title.
	i. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
	j. Transmittal number, numbered consecutively.
	k. Other necessary identification.
	l. Remarks.


	E. Distribution: Furnish copies of final submittals to authorities having jurisdiction, and others as necessary for performance of construction activities. Show distribution on transmittal forms.
	F. Use for Construction: Retain complete copies of submittals on Project site. Use only final action submittals that are marked with approval notation from Engineer’s action stamp.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES
	A. General Submittal Procedure Requirements: Prepare and submit submittals required by individual Specification Sections. Types of submittals are indicated in individual Specification Sections.
	1. Post electronic submittals as PDF electronic files directly to Engineer specifically established for Project.
	a. Engineer will return annotated file. Annotate and retain one copy of file as an electronic Project record document file.

	2. Submit electronic submittals via email as PDF electronic files.
	a. Engineer will return annotated file. Annotate and retain one copy of file as an electronic Project record document file.

	3. Certificates and Certifications Submittals: Provide a statement that includes signature of entity responsible for preparing certification. Certificates and certifications shall be signed by an officer or other individual authorized to sign document...
	a. Provide a digital signature with digital certificate on electronically submitted certificates and certifications where indicated.
	b. Provide a notarized statement on original paper copy certificates and certifications where indicated.


	B. Product Data: Collect information into a single submittal for each element of construction and type of product or equipment.
	1. If information must be specially prepared for submittal because standard published data are not suitable for use, submit as Shop Drawings, not as Product Data.
	2. Mark each copy of each submittal to show which products and options are applicable.
	3. Submit Product Data in the following format:
	a. PDF electronic file.


	C. Contractor's Construction Schedule: Comply with requirements specified in Section 013200 "Construction Progress Documentation."
	D. Test and Inspection Reports and Schedule of Tests and Inspections Submittals: Comply with requirements specified in Section 014000 "Quality Requirements."
	E. Closeout Submittals and Maintenance Material Submittals: Comply with requirements specified in Section 017700 "Closeout Procedures."
	F. Material Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead certifying that material complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.
	G. Field Test Reports: Submit written reports indicating and interpreting results of field tests performed either during installation of product or after product is installed in its final location, for compliance with requirements in the Contract Docu...


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 ENGINEER ACTION
	A. Action Submittals: Engineer will review each submittal, make marks to indicate corrections or revisions required, and return it. Engineer will stamp each submittal with an action stamp and will mark stamp appropriately to indicate action.
	B. Informational Submittals: Engineer will review each submittal and will not return it, or will return it if it does not comply with requirements. Engineer will forward each submittal to appropriate party.
	C. Partial submittals prepared for a portion of the Work will be reviewed when use of partial submittals has received prior approval from Engineer.
	D. Incomplete submittals are unacceptable, will be considered nonresponsive, and will be returned for resubmittal without review.
	E. Submittals not required by the Contract Documents may be returned by the Engineer without action.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for quality assurance and quality control.
	B. Testing and inspecting services are required to verify compliance with requirements specified or indicated. These services do not relieve Contractor of responsibility for compliance with the Contract Document requirements.
	1. Specific quality-assurance and -control requirements for individual construction activities are specified in the Sections that specify those activities. Requirements in those Sections may also cover production of standard products.
	2. Specified tests, inspections, and related actions do not limit Contractor's other quality-assurance and -control procedures that facilitate compliance with the Contract Document requirements.
	3. Requirements for Contractor to provide quality-assurance and -control services required by Architect, Owner, Commissioning Authority, or authorities having jurisdiction are not limited by provisions of this Section.

	C. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 012100 "Allowances" for testing and inspecting allowances.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Quality-Assurance Services: Activities, actions, and procedures performed before and during execution of the Work to guard against defects and deficiencies and substantiate that proposed construction will comply with requirements.
	B. Quality-Control Services: Tests, inspections, procedures, and related actions during and after execution of the Work to evaluate that actual products incorporated into the Work and completed construction comply with requirements. Services do not in...
	C. Preconstruction Testing: Tests and inspections performed specifically for Project before products and materials are incorporated into the Work, to verify performance or compliance with specified criteria.
	D. Product Testing: Tests and inspections that are performed by an NRTL, an NVLAP, or a testing agency qualified to conduct product testing and acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction, to establish product performance and compliance with specifi...
	E. Source Quality-Control Testing: Tests and inspections that are performed at the source, e.g., plant, mill, factory, or shop.
	F. Field Quality-Control Testing: Tests and inspections that are performed on-site for installation of the Work and for completed Work.
	G. Testing Agency: An entity engaged to perform specific tests, inspections, or both. Testing laboratory shall mean the same as testing agency.
	H. Installer/Applicator/Erector: Contractor or another entity engaged by Contractor as an employee, Subcontractor, or Sub-subcontractor, to perform a particular construction operation, including installation, erection, application, and similar operati...
	1. Use of trade-specific terminology in referring to a trade or entity does not require that certain construction activities be performed by accredited or unionized individuals, or that requirements specified apply exclusively to specific trade(s).

	I. Experienced: When used with an entity or individual, "experienced" means having successfully completed a minimum of five previous projects similar in nature, size, and extent to this Project; being familiar with special requirements indicated; and ...

	1.4 CONFLICTING REQUIREMENTS
	A. Referenced Standards: If compliance with two or more standards is specified and the standards establish different or conflicting requirements for minimum quantities or quality levels, comply with the most stringent requirement. Refer conflicting re...
	B. Minimum Quantity or Quality Levels: The quantity or quality level shown or specified shall be the minimum provided or performed. The actual installation may comply exactly with the minimum quantity or quality specified, or it may exceed the minimum...

	1.5 CONTRACTOR'S QUALITY-CONTROL PLAN
	A. Quality-Control Plan, General: Submit quality-control plan within 10 days of Notice to Proceed, and not less than five days prior to preconstruction conference. Submit in format acceptable to Architect. Identify personnel, procedures, controls, ins...
	B. Quality-Control Personnel Qualifications: Engage qualified full-time personnel trained and experienced in managing and executing quality-assurance and quality-control procedures similar in nature and extent to those required for Project.
	1. Project quality-control manager may also serve as Project superintendent.

	C. Submittal Procedure: Describe procedures for ensuring compliance with requirements through review and management of submittal process. Indicate qualifications of personnel responsible for submittal review.
	D. Testing and Inspection: In quality-control plan, include a comprehensive schedule of Work requiring testing or inspection, including the following:
	1. Contractor-performed tests and inspections including subcontractor-performed tests and inspections. Include required tests and inspections and Contractor-elected tests and inspections.
	2. Special inspections required by authorities having jurisdiction and indicated on the "Statement of Special Inspections."
	3. Owner-performed tests and inspections indicated in the Contract Documents.

	E. Continuous Inspection of Workmanship: Describe process for continuous inspection during construction to identify and correct deficiencies in workmanship in addition to testing and inspection specified. Indicate types of corrective actions to be req...
	F. Monitoring and Documentation: Maintain testing and inspection reports including log of approved and rejected results. Include work Architect has indicated as nonconforming or defective. Indicate corrective actions taken to bring nonconforming work ...

	1.6 REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS
	A. Test and Inspection Reports: Prepare and submit certified written reports specified in other Sections. Include the following:
	1. Date of issue.
	2. Project title and number.
	3. Name, address, and telephone number of testing agency.
	4. Dates and locations of samples and tests or inspections.
	5. Names of individuals making tests and inspections.
	6. Description of the Work and test and inspection method.
	7. Identification of product and Specification Section.
	8. Complete test or inspection data.
	9. Test and inspection results and an interpretation of test results.
	10. Record of temperature and weather conditions at time of sample taking and testing and inspecting.
	11. Comments or professional opinion on whether tested or inspected Work complies with the Contract Document requirements.
	12. Name and signature of laboratory inspector.
	13. Recommendations on retesting and reinspecting.

	B. Permits, Licenses, and Certificates: For Owner's records, submit copies of permits, licenses, certifications, inspection reports, releases, jurisdictional settlements, notices, receipts for fee payments, judgments, correspondence, records, and simi...

	1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. General: Qualifications paragraphs in this article establish the minimum qualification levels required; individual Specification Sections specify additional requirements.
	B. Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm experienced in manufacturing products or systems similar to those indicated for this Project and with a record of successful in-service performance, as well as sufficient production capacity to produce required u...
	C. Fabricator Qualifications: A firm experienced in producing products similar to those indicated for this Project and with a record of successful in-service performance, as well as sufficient production capacity to produce required units.
	D. Installer Qualifications: A firm or individual experienced in installing, erecting, or assembling work similar in material, design, and extent to that indicated for this Project, whose work has resulted in construction with a record of successful i...
	E. Professional Engineer Qualifications: A professional engineer who is legally qualified to practice in jurisdiction where Project is located and who is experienced in providing engineering services of the kind indicated. Engineering services are def...
	F. Testing Agency Qualifications: An NRTL, an NVLAP, or an independent agency with the experience and capability to conduct testing and inspecting indicated, as documented according to ASTM E 329; and with additional qualifications specified in indivi...
	1. NRTL: A nationally recognized testing laboratory according to 29 CFR 1910.7.
	2. NVLAP: A testing agency accredited according to NIST's National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program.

	G. Manufacturer's Technical Representative Qualifications: An authorized representative of manufacturer who is trained and approved by manufacturer to observe and inspect installation of manufacturer's products that are similar in material, design, an...
	H. Factory-Authorized Service Representative Qualifications: An authorized representative of manufacturer who is trained and approved by manufacturer to inspect installation of manufacturer's products that are similar in material, design, and extent t...

	1.8 QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Owner Responsibilities: Where quality-control services are indicated as Owner's responsibility, Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform these services.
	1. Owner will furnish Contractor with names, addresses, and telephone numbers of testing agencies engaged and a description of types of testing and inspecting they are engaged to perform.
	2. Payment for these services will be made from testing and inspecting allowances, as authorized by Change Orders.
	3. Costs for retesting and reinspecting construction that replaces or is necessitated by work that failed to comply with the Contract Documents will be charged to Contractor.

	B. Contractor Responsibilities: Tests and inspections not explicitly assigned to Owner are Contractor's responsibility. Perform additional quality-control activities required to verify that the Work complies with requirements, whether specified or not.
	1. Unless otherwise indicated, provide quality-control services specified and those required by authorities having jurisdiction. Perform quality-control services required of Contractor by authorities having jurisdiction, whether specified or not.
	2. Where services are indicated as Contractor's responsibility, engage a qualified testing agency to perform these quality-control services.
	a. Contractor shall not employ same entity engaged by Owner, unless agreed to in writing by Owner.

	3. Notify testing agencies at least 24 hours in advance of time when Work that requires testing or inspecting will be performed.
	4. Where quality-control services are indicated as Contractor's responsibility, submit a certified written report, in duplicate, of each quality-control service.
	5. Testing and inspecting requested by Contractor and not required by the Contract Documents are Contractor's responsibility.
	6. Submit additional copies of each written report directly to authorities having jurisdiction, when they so direct.

	C. Retesting/Reinspecting: Regardless of whether original tests or inspections were Contractor's responsibility, provide quality-control services, including retesting and reinspecting, for construction that replaced Work that failed to comply with the...
	D. Testing Agency Responsibilities: Cooperate with Architect, Commissioning Authority and Contractor in performance of duties. Provide qualified personnel to perform required tests and inspections.
	1. Notify Architect, Commissioning Authority, and Contractor promptly of irregularities or deficiencies observed in the Work during performance of its services.
	2. Determine the location from which test samples will be taken and in which in-situ tests are conducted.
	3. Conduct and interpret tests and inspections and state in each report whether tested and inspected work complies with or deviates from requirements.
	4. Submit a certified written report, in duplicate, of each test, inspection, and similar quality-control service through Contractor.
	5. Do not release, revoke, alter, or increase the Contract Document requirements or approve or accept any portion of the Work.
	6. Do not perform any duties of Contractor.

	E. Associated Services: Cooperate with agencies performing required tests, inspections, and similar quality-control services, and provide reasonable auxiliary services as requested. Notify agency sufficiently in advance of operations to permit assignm...
	1. Access to the Work.
	2. Incidental labor and facilities necessary to facilitate tests and inspections.
	3. Adequate quantities of representative samples of materials that require testing and inspecting. Assist agency in obtaining samples.
	4. Facilities for storage and field curing of test samples.
	5. Delivery of samples to testing agencies.
	6. Preliminary design mix proposed for use for material mixes that require control by testing agency.
	7. Security and protection for samples and for testing and inspecting equipment at Project site.

	F. Coordination: Coordinate sequence of activities to accommodate required quality-assurance and -control services with a minimum of delay and to avoid necessity of removing and replacing construction to accommodate testing and inspecting.
	1. Schedule times for tests, inspections, obtaining samples, and similar activities.

	G. Schedule of Tests and Inspections: Prepare a schedule of tests, inspections, and similar quality-control services required by the Contract Documents. Coordinate and submit concurrently with Contractor's construction schedule. Update as the Work pro...
	1. Distribution: Distribute schedule to Owner, Architect, Commissioning Authority, testing agencies, and each party involved in performance of portions of the Work where tests and inspections are required.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS (Not Used)
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 TEST AND INSPECTION LOG
	A. Test and Inspection Log: Prepare a record of tests and inspections. Include the following:
	1. Date test or inspection was conducted.
	2. Description of the Work tested or inspected.
	3. Date test or inspection results were transmitted to Architect.
	4. Identification of testing agency or special inspector conducting test or inspection.

	B. Maintain log at Project site. Post changes and revisions as they occur. Provide access to test and inspection log for Architect's, Commissioning Authority's, reference during normal working hours.

	3.2 REPAIR AND PROTECTION
	A. General: On completion of testing, inspecting, sample taking, and similar services, repair damaged construction and restore substrates and finishes.
	1. Provide materials and comply with installation requirements specified in other Specification Sections or matching existing substrates and finishes. Restore patched areas and extend restoration into adjoining areas with durable seams that are as inv...

	B. Protect construction exposed by or for quality-control service activities.
	C. Repair and protection are Contractor's responsibility, regardless of the assignment of responsibility for quality-control services.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes requirements for temporary utilities, support facilities, and security and protection facilities.

	1.3 USE CHARGES
	A. General: Installation and removal of and use charges for temporary facilities shall be included in the Contract Sum unless otherwise indicated. Allow other entities to use temporary services and facilities without cost, including, but not limited t...

	1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
	A. Site Plan: Show temporary facilities, utility hookups, staging areas, and parking areas for construction personnel.

	1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Electric Service: Comply with NECA, NEMA, and UL standards and regulations for temporary electric service. Install service to comply with NFPA 70.
	B. Tests and Inspections: Arrange for authorities having jurisdiction to test and inspect each temporary utility before use. Obtain required certifications and permits.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 EQUIPMENT
	A. Fire Extinguishers: Portable, UL rated; with class and extinguishing agent as required by locations and classes of fire exposures.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 INSTALLATION, GENERAL
	A. Locate facilities where they will serve Project adequately and result in minimum interference with performance of the Work. Relocate and modify facilities as required by progress of the Work.
	1. Locate facilities to limit site disturbance as specified in Section 011000 "Summary."

	B. Provide each facility ready for use when needed to avoid delay. Do not remove until facilities are no longer needed or are replaced by authorized use of completed permanent facilities.

	3.2 SUPPORT FACILITIES INSTALLATION
	A. General: Comply with the following:
	1. Provide construction for temporary offices, shops, and sheds located within construction area or within 34T30 feet 34Tof building lines that is noncombustible according to ASTM E 136. Comply with NFPA 241.
	2. Maintain support facilities until Architect schedules Substantial Completion inspection. Remove before Substantial Completion. Personnel remaining after Substantial Completion will be permitted to use permanent facilities, under conditions acceptab...

	B. Traffic Controls: Comply with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.
	1. Protect existing site improvements to remain including curbs, pavement, and utilities.
	2. Maintain access for fire-fighting equipment and access to fire hydrants.

	C. Project Signs: Provide Project signs as indicated. Unauthorized signs are not permitted.
	1. Identification Signs: Provide Project identification signs as indicated on Drawings.
	2. Temporary Signs: Provide other signs as indicated and as required to inform public and individuals seeking entrance to Project.
	a. Provide temporary, directional signs for construction personnel and visitors.

	3. Maintain and touchup signs so they are legible at all times.


	3.3 OPERATION, TERMINATION, AND REMOVAL
	A. Supervision: Enforce strict discipline in use of temporary facilities. To minimize waste and abuse, limit availability of temporary facilities to essential and intended uses.
	B. Maintenance: Maintain facilities in good operating condition until removal.
	1. Maintain operation of temporary enclosures, heating, cooling, humidity control, ventilation, and similar facilities on a 24-hour basis where required to achieve indicated results and to avoid possibility of damage.

	C. Operate Project-identification-sign lighting daily from dusk until 12:00 midnight.
	D. Termination and Removal: Remove each temporary facility when need for its service has ended, when it has been replaced by authorized use of a permanent facility, or no later than Substantial Completion. Complete or, if necessary, restore permanent ...
	1. Materials and facilities that constitute temporary facilities are property of Contractor. Owner reserves right to take possession of Project identification signs.
	2. At Substantial Completion, repair, renovate, and clean permanent facilities used during construction period. Comply with final cleaning requirements specified in Section 017700 "Closeout Procedures."
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes general administrative and procedural requirements governing execution of the Work including, but not limited to, the following:
	1. Construction layout.
	2. Cutting and patching.
	3. Progress cleaning.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Cutting: Removal of in-place construction necessary to permit installation or performance of other work.
	B. Patching: Fitting and repair work required to restore construction to original conditions after installation of other work.

	1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Land Surveyor Qualifications: A professional land surveyor who is legally qualified to practice in jurisdiction where Project is located and who is experienced in providing land-surveying services of the kind indicated.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 MATERIALS
	A. In-Place Materials: Use materials for patching identical to in-place materials. For exposed surfaces, use materials that visually match in-place adjacent surfaces to the fullest extent possible.
	1. If identical materials are unavailable or cannot be used, use materials that, when installed, will provide a match acceptable to Engineer for the visual and functional performance of in-place materials.



	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Existing Conditions: The existence and location of underground and other utilities and construction indicated as existing are not guaranteed. Before beginning sitework, investigate and verify the existence and location of underground utilities, and...
	B. Examination and Acceptance of Conditions: Before proceeding with each component of the Work, examine substrates, areas, and conditions.
	C. Proceed with work only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. Proceeding with the Work indicates acceptance of surfaces and conditions.

	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Existing Utility Information: Furnish information to Owner that is necessary to adjust, move, or relocate existing utility structures, lines, services, or other utility appurtenances located in or affected by construction. Coordinate with authoriti...
	B. Field Measurements: Take field measurements as required to fit the Work properly. Recheck measurements before installing each product. Where portions of the Work are indicated to fit to other construction, verify dimensions of other construction by...
	C. Space Requirements: Verify space requirements and dimensions of items shown diagrammatically on Drawings.
	D. Review of Contract Documents and Field Conditions: Immediately on discovery of the need for clarification of the Contract Documents caused by differing field conditions outside the control of Contractor, submit a request for information to Architec...

	3.3 CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT
	A. Verification: Before proceeding to lay out the Work, verify layout information shown on Drawings, in relation to the property survey and existing benchmarks. If discrepancies are discovered, notify Architect promptly.
	B. General: Engage a land surveyor to lay out the Work using accepted surveying practices.
	1. Establish benchmarks and control points as needed to locate each element of Project.
	2. Establish limits on use of Project site.
	3. Establish dimensions within tolerances indicated. Do not scale Drawings to obtain required dimensions.
	4. Inform installers of lines and levels to which they must comply.
	5. Check the location, level and plumb, of every major element as the Work progresses.
	6. Notify Engineer when deviations from required lines and levels exceed allowable tolerances.
	7. Close site surveys with an error of closure equal to or less than the standard established by authorities having jurisdiction.

	C. Site Improvements: Locate and lay out site improvements, including pavements, grading, fill and topsoil placement, utility slopes, and rim and invert elevations.
	D. Record Log: Maintain a log of layout control work. Record deviations from required lines and levels. Include beginning and ending dates and times of surveys, weather conditions, name and duty of each survey party member, and types of instruments an...

	3.4 FIELD ENGINEERING
	A. Reference Points: Locate existing benchmarks, control points, and similar reference points before beginning the Work. Preserve and protect permanent benchmarks and control points during construction operations.

	3.5 INSTALLATION
	A. General: Locate the Work and components of the Work accurately, in correct alignment and elevation, as indicated.
	B. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions and recommendations for installing products in applications indicated.
	C. Install products at the time and under conditions that will ensure the best possible results. Maintain conditions required for product performance until Substantial Completion.
	D. Conduct construction operations so no part of the Work is subjected to damaging operations or loading in excess of that expected during normal conditions of occupancy.
	E. Sequence the Work and allow adequate clearances to accommodate movement of construction items on site and placement in permanent locations.
	F. Tools and Equipment: Do not use tools or equipment that produce harmful noise levels.
	G. Joints: Make joints of uniform width. Where joint locations in exposed work are not indicated, arrange joints for the best visual effect. Fit exposed connections together to form hairline joints.
	H. Hazardous Materials: Use products, cleaners, and installation materials that are not considered hazardous.

	3.6 CUTTING AND PATCHING
	A. Cutting and Patching, General: Employ skilled workers to perform cutting and patching. Proceed with cutting and patching at the earliest feasible time, and complete without delay.
	1. Cut in-place construction to provide for installation of other components or performance of other construction, and subsequently patch as required to restore surfaces to their original condition.

	B. Protection: Protect in-place construction during cutting and patching to prevent damage. Provide protection from adverse weather conditions for portions of Project that might be exposed during cutting and patching operations.
	C. Adjacent Occupied Areas: Where interference with use of adjoining areas or interruption of free passage to adjoining areas is unavoidable, coordinate cutting and patching according to requirements in Section 011000 "Summary."
	D. Existing Utility Services: Where existing services/systems are required to be removed, relocated, or abandoned, bypass such services/systems before cutting to minimize interruption to occupied areas.
	E. Cutting: Cut in-place construction by sawing, drilling, breaking, chipping, grinding, and similar operations, including excavation, using methods least likely to damage elements retained or adjoining construction.
	F. Patching: Patch construction by filling, repairing, refinishing, closing up, and similar operations following performance of other work. Patch with durable seams that are as invisible as practicable. Provide materials and comply with installation r...
	1. Inspection: Where feasible, test and inspect patched areas after completion to demonstrate physical integrity of installation.
	2. Exposed Finishes: Restore exposed finishes of patched areas and extend finish restoration into retained adjoining construction in a manner that will minimize evidence of patching and refinishing.

	G. Cleaning: Clean areas and spaces where cutting and patching are performed. Remove paint, mortar, oils, putty, and similar materials from adjacent finished surfaces.

	3.7 PROGRESS CLEANING
	A. General: Clean Project site and work areas daily, including common areas. Enforce requirements strictly. Dispose of materials lawfully.
	1. Comply with requirements in NFPA 241 for removal of combustible waste materials and debris.
	2. Do not hold waste materials more than seven days during normal weather or three days if the temperature is expected to rise above 34T80 deg F34T.
	3. Containerize hazardous and unsanitary waste materials separately from other waste. Mark containers appropriately and dispose of legally, according to regulations.
	a. Use containers intended for holding waste materials of type to be stored.

	4. Coordinate progress cleaning for joint-use areas where Contractor and other contractors are working concurrently.

	B. Site: Maintain Project site free of waste materials and debris.
	C. Work Areas: Clean areas where work is in progress to the level of cleanliness necessary for proper execution of the Work.
	1. Remove liquid spills promptly.
	2. Where dust would impair proper execution of the Work, broom-clean or vacuum the entire work area, as appropriate.

	D. Installed Work: Keep installed work clean. Clean installed surfaces according to written instructions of manufacturer or fabricator of product installed, using only cleaning materials specifically recommended. If specific cleaning materials are not...
	E. Exposed Surfaces in Finished Areas: Clean exposed surfaces and protect as necessary to ensure freedom from damage and deterioration at time of Substantial Completion.
	F. Waste Disposal: Do not bury or burn waste materials on-site. Do not wash waste materials down sewers or into waterways.
	G. During installation, clean and protect construction in progress and adjoining materials already in place. Apply protective covering where required to ensure protection from damage or deterioration at Substantial Completion.
	H. Clean and provide maintenance on completed construction as frequently as necessary through the remainder of the construction period.
	I. Limiting Exposures: Supervise construction operations to assure that no part of the construction, completed or in progress, is subject to harmful, dangerous, damaging, or otherwise deleterious exposure during the construction period.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for the following:
	1. Disposing of nonhazardous demolition and construction waste.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Construction Waste: Building and site improvement materials and other solid waste resulting from construction, remodeling, renovation, or repair operations. Construction waste includes packaging.
	B. Demolition Waste: Building and site improvement materials resulting from demolition or selective demolition operations.
	C. Disposal: Removal off-site of demolition and construction waste and subsequent sale, recycling, reuse, or deposit in landfill or incinerator acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
	D. Recycle: Recovery of demolition or construction waste for subsequent processing in preparation for reuse.
	E. Salvage: Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent sale or reuse in another facility.
	F. Salvage and Reuse: Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent incorporation into the Work.

	1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
	A. Landfill and Incinerator Disposal Records: Indicate receipt and acceptance of waste by landfills and incinerator facilities licensed to accept them. Include manifests, weight tickets, receipts, and invoices.

	1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with hauling and disposal regulations of authorities having jurisdiction.

	1.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN
	A. General: Develop a waste management plan according to ASTM E 1609 and requirements in this Section.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS (Not Used)
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
	A. General: Implement approved waste management plan. Provide handling, containers, storage, signage, transportation, and other items as required to implement waste management plan during the entire duration of the Contract.
	B. Site Access and Temporary Controls: Conduct waste management operations to ensure minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other adjacent occupied and used facilities.

	3.2 DISPOSAL OF WASTE
	A. General: Except for items or materials to be salvaged, recycled, or otherwise reused, remove waste materials from Project site and legally dispose of them in a landfill or incinerator acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
	1. Except as otherwise specified, do not allow waste materials that are to be disposed of accumulate on-site.
	2. Remove and transport debris in a manner that will prevent spillage on adjacent surfaces and areas.

	B. Burning: Do not burn waste materials.
	C. Disposal: Remove waste materials from Owner's property and legally dispose of them.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for contract closeout, including, but not limited to, the following:
	1. Substantial Completion procedures.
	2. Final completion procedures.
	3. Final cleaning.
	4. Repair of the Work.


	1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For cleaning agents.
	B. Contractor's List of Incomplete Items: Initial submittal at Substantial Completion.
	C. Certified List of Incomplete Items: Final submittal at Final Completion.

	1.4 SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION PROCEDURES
	A. Contractor's List of Incomplete Items: Prepare and submit a list of items to be completed and corrected (Contractor's punch list), indicating the value of each item on the list and reasons why the Work is incomplete.

	1.5 FINAL COMPLETION PROCEDURES
	A. Submittals Prior to Final Completion: Before requesting final inspection for determining final completion. Submit a final Application for Payment according to Section 012900 "Payment Procedures."
	B. Inspection: Submit a written request for final inspection to determine acceptance a minimum of 10 days prior to date the work will be completed and ready for final inspection and tests. On receipt of request, Engineer will either proceed with inspe...
	1. Reinspection: Request reinspection when the Work identified in previous inspections as incomplete is completed or corrected.


	1.6 LIST OF INCOMPLETE ITEMS (PUNCH LIST)
	A. Organization of List: Include name and identification of each space and area affected by construction operations for incomplete items and items needing correction including, if necessary, areas disturbed by Contractor that are outside the limits of...


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 MATERIALS
	A. Cleaning Agents: Use cleaning materials and agents recommended by manufacturer or fabricator of the surface to be cleaned. Do not use cleaning agents that are potentially hazardous to health or property or that might damage finished surfaces.
	1. Use cleaning products that comply with Green Seal's GS-37, or if GS-37 is not applicable, use products that comply with the California Code of Regulations maximum allowable VOC levels.



	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 FINAL CLEANING
	A. General: Perform final cleaning. Conduct cleaning and waste-removal operations to comply with local laws and ordinances and Federal and local environmental and antipollution regulations.

	3.2 REPAIR OF THE WORK
	A. Complete repair and restoration operations before requesting inspection for determination of Substantial Completion.
	B. Repair or remove and replace defective construction. Repairing includes replacing defective parts, refinishing damaged surfaces, touching up with matching materials, and properly adjusting operating equipment. Where damaged or worn items cannot be ...
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Demolition and removal of selected site elements.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Remove: Detach items from existing construction and legally dispose of them off-site unless indicated to be removed and salvaged or removed and reinstalled.
	B. Existing to Remain: Existing items of construction that are not to be permanently removed and that are not otherwise indicated to be removed, removed and salvaged, or removed and reinstalled.

	1.4 MATERIALS OWNERSHIP
	A. Unless otherwise indicated, demolition waste becomes property of Contractor.
	B. Historic items, relics, antiques, and similar objects including, but not limited to, cornerstones and their contents, commemorative plaques and tablets, and other items of interest or value to Owner that may be uncovered during demolition remain th...
	1. Carefully salvage in a manner to prevent damage and promptly return to Owner.


	1.5 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
	A. Inventory: Submit a list of items that have been removed and salvaged.

	1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Owner will occupy portions of building immediately adjacent to selective demolition area. Conduct selective demolition so Owner's operations will not be disrupted.
	B. Conditions existing at time of inspection for bidding purpose will be maintained by Owner as far as practical.
	C. Notify Owner’s Representative of discrepancies between existing conditions and Drawings before proceeding with selective demolition.
	D. Hazardous Materials: It is not expected that hazardous materials will be encountered in the Work.
	1. Hazardous materials will be removed by Owner before start of the Work.
	2. If suspected hazardous materials are encountered, do not disturb; immediately notify Architect and Owner. Hazardous materials will be removed by Owner under a separate contract.

	E. Storage or sale of removed items or materials on-site is not permitted.
	F. Utility Service: Maintain existing utilities indicated to remain in service and protect them against damage during selective demolition operations.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
	A. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with governing EPA notification regulations before beginning selective demolition. Comply with hauling and disposal regulations of authorities having jurisdiction.
	B. Standards: Comply with ANSI/ASSE A10.6 and NFPA 241.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Verify that utilities have been disconnected and capped before starting selective demolition operations.
	B. Survey existing conditions and correlate with requirements indicated to determine extent of selective demolition required.
	C. When unanticipated conflict with intended function or design are encountered, investigate and measure the nature and extent of conflict.

	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Site Access and Temporary Controls: Conduct selective demolition and debris-removal operations to ensure minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other adjacent occupied and used facilities.
	B. Temporary Facilities: Provide temporary barricades and other protection required to prevent injury to people and damage to adjacent buildings and facilities to remain.
	1. Provide protection to ensure safe passage of people around selective demolition area and to and from occupied portions of building.


	3.3 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, GENERAL
	A. General: Demolish and remove existing construction only to the extent required by new construction and as indicated. Use methods required to complete the Work within limitations of governing regulations and as follows:
	1. Use cutting methods least likely to damage construction to remain. Use hand tools or small power tools designed for sawing or grinding, not hammering and chopping, to minimize disturbance of adjacent surfaces.
	2. Dispose of demolished items and materials promptly.

	B. Existing Items to Remain: Protect construction indicated to remain against damage and soiling during selective demolition.

	3.4 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC MATERIALS
	A. Concrete: Demolish in small sections. Using power-driven saw, cut concrete to a depth of at least 34T3/4 inch 34Tat junctures with construction to remain. Dislodge concrete from reinforcement at perimeter of areas being demolished, cut reinforcemen...
	B. Concrete: Demolish in sections. Cut concrete full depth at junctures with construction to remain and at regular intervals using power-driven saw, then remove concrete between saw cuts.
	C. Concrete Slabs-on-Grade: Saw-cut perimeter of area to be demolished, then break up and remove.

	3.5 DISPOSAL OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS
	A. General: Except for items or materials indicated to be reused, salvaged, reinstalled, or otherwise indicated to remain Owner's property, remove demolished materials from Project site and legally dispose of them in an EPA-approved landfill.
	1. Do not allow demolished materials to accumulate on-site.
	2. Remove and transport debris in a manner that will prevent spillage on adjacent surfaces and areas.
	3. Comply with requirements specified in Section 017419 "Construction Waste Management and Disposal."

	B. Burning: Do not burn demolished materials.
	C. Disposal: Transport demolished materials off Owner's property and legally dispose of them.

	3.6 CLEANING
	A. Clean adjacent structures and improvements of dust, dirt, and debris caused by selective demolition operations. Return adjacent areas to condition existing before selective demolition operations began.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Preparing subgrades for walks and pavements.
	2. Subbase course for concrete walks and pavements.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Backfill: Soil material or controlled low-strength material used to fill an excavation.
	1. Initial Backfill: Backfill placed beside and over pipe in a trench, including haunches to support sides of pipe.
	2. Final Backfill: Backfill placed over initial backfill to fill a trench.

	B. Base Course: Aggregate layer placed between the subbase course and hot-mix asphalt paving.
	C. Bedding Course: Aggregate layer placed over the excavated subgrade in a trench before laying pipe.
	D. Borrow Soil: Satisfactory soil imported from off-site for use as fill or backfill.
	E. Drainage Course: Aggregate layer supporting the slab-on-grade that also minimizes upward capillary flow of pore water.
	F. Excavation: Removal of material encountered above subgrade elevations and to lines and dimensions indicated.
	G. Fill: Soil materials used to raise existing grades.
	H. Structures: Buildings, footings, foundations, retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, mechanical and electrical appurtenances, or other man-made stationary features constructed above or below the ground surface.
	I. Subbase Course: Aggregate layer placed between the subgrade and base course for hot-mix asphalt pavement, or aggregate layer placed between the subgrade and a cement concrete pavement or a cement concrete or hot-mix asphalt walk.
	J. Subgrade: Uppermost surface of an excavation or the top surface of a fill or backfill immediately below subbase, drainage fill, drainage course, or topsoil materials.
	K. Utilities: On-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables as well as underground services within buildings.

	1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
	A. Material Test Reports: For each on-site soil material proposed for fill and backfill as follows:
	1. Classification according to ASTM D 2487.
	2. Laboratory compaction curve according to ASTM D 698.


	1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Geotechnical Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM E 329 and ASTM D 3740 for testing indicated.

	1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Traffic: Minimize interference with adjoining roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied or used facilities during earth-moving operations.
	1. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other adjacent occupied or used facilities without permission from Owner and authorities having jurisdiction.
	2. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by Owner or authorities having jurisdiction.

	B. Improvements on Adjoining Property: Authority for performing earth moving indicated on property adjoining Owner's property will be obtained by Owner before award of Contract.
	1. Do not proceed with work on adjoining property until directed by Architect.

	C. Utility Locator Service: Notify "Miss Utility" for area where Project is located before beginning earth-moving operations.
	D. The following practices are prohibited within protection zones:
	1. Storage of construction materials, debris, or excavated material.
	2. Parking vehicles or equipment.
	3. Foot traffic.
	4. Erection of sheds or structures.
	5. Impoundment of water.
	6. Excavation or other digging unless otherwise indicated.
	7. Attachment of signs to or wrapping materials around trees or plants unless otherwise indicated.

	E. Do not direct vehicle or equipment exhaust towards protection zones.
	F. Prohibit heat sources, flames, ignition sources, and smoking within or near protection zones.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 SOIL MATERIALS
	A. General: Provide borrow soil materials when sufficient satisfactory soil materials are not available from excavations.
	B. Satisfactory Soils: Soil Classification Groups GW, GP, GM, SW, SP, and SM according to ASTM D 2487, or a combination of these groups; free of rock or gravel larger than 34T3 inches34T in any dimension, debris, waste, frozen materials, vegetation, a...
	C. Unsatisfactory Soils: Soil Classification Groups GC, SC, CL, ML, OL, CH, MH, OH, and PT according to ASTM D 2487, or a combination of these groups.
	1. Unsatisfactory soils also include satisfactory soils not maintained within 2 percent of optimum moisture content at time of compaction.

	D. Subbase Material: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 2940/D 2940M; with at least 90 percent passing a 34T1-1/2-inch 34Tsieve and not more than 12 percent passing...
	E. Base Course: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 294/D 2940M 0; with at least 95 percent passing a 34T1-1/2-inch 34Tsieve and not more than 8 percent passing a 34...
	F. Engineered Fill: Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel, crushed stone, and natural or crushed sand; ASTM D 2940/D 2940M; with at least 90 percent passing a 34T1-1/2-inch 34Tsieve and not more than 12 percent passing ...
	G. Sand: ASTM C 33/C 33M; fine aggregate.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 PREPARATION
	A. Protect structures, utilities, sidewalks, pavements, and other facilities from damage caused by settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created by earth-moving operations.
	B. Protect and maintain erosion and sedimentation controls during earth-moving operations.
	C. Protect subgrades and foundation soils from freezing temperatures and frost. Remove temporary protection before placing subsequent materials.

	3.2 DEWATERING
	A. Prevent surface water and ground water from entering excavations, from ponding on prepared subgrades, and from flooding Project site and surrounding area.
	B. Protect subgrades from softening, undermining, washout, and damage by rain or water accumulation.
	1. Reroute surface water runoff away from excavated areas. Do not allow water to accumulate in excavations. Do not use excavated trenches as temporary drainage ditches.


	3.3 EXPLOSIVES
	A. Explosives: Do not use explosives.

	3.4 EXCAVATION, GENERAL
	A. Unclassified Excavation: Excavate to subgrade elevations regardless of the character of surface and subsurface conditions encountered. Unclassified excavated materials may include rock, soil materials, and obstructions. No changes in the Contract S...
	1. If excavated materials intended for fill and backfill include unsatisfactory soil materials and rock, replace with satisfactory soil materials.


	3.5 EXCAVATION FOR WALKS AND PAVEMENTS
	A. Excavate surfaces under walks and pavements to indicated lines, cross sections, elevations, and subgrades.

	3.6 SUBGRADE INSPECTION
	A. Notify geotechnical engineer when excavations have reached required subgrade.
	B. If geotechnical engineer determines that unsatisfactory soil is present, continue excavation and replace with compacted backfill or fill material as directed.
	C. Proof-roll subgrade below the building slabs and pavements with a pneumatic-tired and loaded 10-wheel, tandem-axle dump truck weighing not less than 34T15 tons34T to identify soft pockets and areas of excess yielding. Do not proof-roll wet or satur...
	1. Completely proof-roll subgrade in one direction. Limit vehicle speed to 34T3 mph 34T.
	2. Excavate soft spots, unsatisfactory soils, and areas of excessive pumping or rutting, as determined by Architect, and replace with compacted backfill or fill as directed.

	D. Authorized additional excavation and replacement material will be paid for according to Contract provisions for unit prices.
	E. Reconstruct subgrades damaged by freezing temperatures, frost, rain, accumulated water, or construction activities, as directed by Architect, without additional compensation.

	3.7 BACKFILL
	A. Place and compact backfill in excavations promptly, but not before completing the following:
	1. Removing concrete formwork.
	2. Removing trash and debris.

	B. Place backfill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice.

	3.8 SOIL FILL
	A. Plow, scarify, bench, or break up sloped surfaces steeper than 1 vertical to 4 horizontal so fill material will bond with existing material.
	B. Place and compact fill material in layers to required elevations as follows:
	1. Under walks and pavements, use satisfactory soil material.

	C. Place soil fill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice.

	3.9 SOIL MOISTURE CONTROL
	A. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or backfill soil layer before compaction to within 2 percent of optimum moisture content.
	1. Do not place backfill or fill soil material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain frost or ice.
	2. Remove and replace, or scarify and air dry, otherwise satisfactory soil material that exceeds optimum moisture content by 2 percent and is too wet to compact to specified dry unit weight.


	3.10 COMPACTION OF SOIL BACKFILLS AND FILLS
	A. Place backfill and fill soil materials in layers not more than 34T8 inches34T in loose depth for material compacted by heavy compaction equipment and not more than 34T4 inches 34Tin loose depth for material compacted by hand-operated tampers.
	B. Place backfill and fill soil materials evenly on all sides of structures to required elevations and uniformly along the full length of each structure.
	C. Compact soil materials to not less than the following percentages of maximum dry unit weight according to ASTM D 698:
	1. Under pavements, scarify and recompact top 34T12 inches 34Tof existing subgrade and each layer of backfill or fill soil material at 95 percent.
	2. Under walkways, scarify and recompact top 34T6 inches 34Tbelow subgrade and compact each layer of backfill or fill soil material at 95 percent.


	3.11 GRADING
	A. General: Uniformly grade areas to a smooth surface, free of irregular surface changes. Comply with compaction requirements and grade to cross sections, lines, and elevations indicated.
	1. Provide a smooth transition between adjacent existing grades and new grades.
	2. Cut out soft spots, fill low spots, and trim high spots to comply with required surface tolerances.


	3.12 SUBBASE AND BASE COURSES UNDER PAVEMENTS AND WALKS
	A. Place subbase course and base course on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice.
	B. On prepared subgrade, place subbase course and base course under pavements and walks as follows:
	1. Shape subbase course and base course to required crown elevations and cross-slope grades.
	2. Place subbase course and base course 34T6 inches 34Tor less in compacted thickness in a single layer.
	3. Compact subbase course and base course at optimum moisture content to required grades, lines, cross sections, and thickness to not less than 95 percent of maximum dry unit weight according to ASTM D 698.


	3.13 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Special Inspections: Owner will engage a qualified special inspector to perform the following special inspections:
	1. Determine, during placement and compaction that in-place density of compacted fill complies with requirements of geotechnical report.

	B. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified geotechnical engineering testing agency to perform tests and inspections.
	C. Allow testing agency to inspect and test subgrades and each fill or backfill layer. Proceed with subsequent earth moving only after test results for previously completed work comply with requirements.
	D. Footing Subgrade: At footing subgrades, at least one test of each soil stratum will be performed to verify design bearing capacities. Subsequent verification and approval of other footing subgrades may be based on a visual comparison of subgrade wi...
	E. When testing agency reports that subgrades, fills, or backfills have not achieved degree of compaction specified, scarify and moisten or aerate, or remove and replace soil materials to depth required; recompact and retest until specified compaction...

	3.14 PROTECTION
	A. Protecting Graded Areas: Protect newly graded areas from traffic, freezing, and erosion. Keep free of trash and debris.
	B. Repair and reestablish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially completed surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or where they lose compaction due to subsequent construction operations or weather conditions.
	1. Scarify or remove and replace soil material to depth as directed by Architect; reshape and recompact.

	C. Where settling occurs before Project correction period elapses, remove finished surfacing, backfill with additional soil material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing.
	1. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of finished surfacing to match adjacent work, and eliminate evidence of restoration to greatest extent possible.


	3.15 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS
	A. Remove surplus satisfactory soil and waste materials, including unsatisfactory soil, trash, and debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Hot-mix asphalt paving.

	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 024119 "Selective Demolition" for demolition and removal of existing asphalt pavement.
	2. Section 312000 "Earth Moving" for subgrade preparation, fill material, unbound-aggregate subbase and base courses, and aggregate pavement shoulders.
	3. Section 321373 "Concrete Paving Joint Sealants" for joint sealants and fillers at pavement terminations.


	1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For each type of product.
	1. Include technical data and tested physical and performance properties.
	2. Job-Mix Designs: For each job mix proposed for the Work.


	1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Manufacturer Qualifications: Virginia Dept. of Transportation (VDOT).
	B. Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM D 3666 for testing indicated.
	C. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with materials, workmanship, and other applicable requirements of VDOT for asphalt paving work.
	1. Measurement and payment provisions and safety program submittals included in standard specifications do not apply to this Section.


	1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Environmental Limitations: Do not apply asphalt materials if subgrade is wet or excessively damp, if rain is imminent or expected before time required for adequate cure, or if the following conditions are not met:
	1. Prime Coat: Minimum surface temperature of 34T60 deg F34T.
	2. Tack Coat: Minimum surface temperature of 34T60 deg F34T.
	3. Slurry Coat: Comply with weather limitations in ASTM D 3910.
	4. Asphalt Base Course: Minimum surface temperature of 34T40 deg F 34Tand rising at time of placement.
	5. Asphalt Surface Course: Minimum surface temperature of 34T60 deg F 34Tat time of placement.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 AGGREGATES
	A. General: Use materials and gradations that have performed satisfactorily in previous installations.
	B. Coarse Aggregate: ASTM D 692/D 692M, sound; angular crushed stone, crushed gravel, or cured, crushed blast-furnace slag.
	C. Fine Aggregate: ASTM D 1073, sharp-edged natural sand or sand prepared from stone, gravel, cured blast-furnace slag, or combinations thereof.
	1. For hot-mix asphalt, limit natural sand to a maximum of 20 percent by weight of the total aggregate mass.

	D. Mineral Filler: ASTM D 242/D 242M, rock or slag dust, hydraulic cement, or other inert material.

	2.2 ASPHALT MATERIALS
	A. Asphalt Binder: AASHTO M 320
	B. Cutback Prime Coat: ASTM D 2027, medium-curing cutback asphalt.
	C. Water: Potable.

	2.3 AUXILIARY MATERIALS
	A. Sand: ASTM D 1073, Grade No. 2 or No. 3.

	2.4 MIXES
	A. Hot-Mix Asphalt: Dense-graded, hot-laid, hot-mix asphalt plant mixes per VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Verify that subgrade is dry and in suitable condition to begin paving.
	B. Proof-roll subgrade below pavements with heavy pneumatic-tired equipment to identify soft pockets and areas of excess yielding. Do not proof-roll wet or saturated subgrades.
	1. Completely proof-roll subgrade in one direction, repeating proof-rolling in direction perpendicular to first direction. Limit vehicle speed to 34T3 mph34T.
	2. Proof roll with a loaded 10-wheel, tandem-axle dump truck weighing not less than 34T15 tons34T.
	3. Excavate soft spots, unsatisfactory soils, and areas of excessive pumping or rutting, as determined by Architect, and replace with compacted backfill or fill as directed.

	C. Proceed with paving only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

	3.2 SURFACE PREPARATION
	A. General: Immediately before placing asphalt materials, remove loose and deleterious material from substrate surfaces. Ensure that prepared subgrade is ready to receive paving.
	B. Cutback Prime Coat: Apply uniformly over surface of compacted unbound-aggregate base course at a rate of 34T0.15 to 0.50 gal./sq. yd. 34T. Apply enough material to penetrate and seal, but not flood, surface. Allow prime coat to cure.
	1. If prime coat is not entirely absorbed within 24 hours after application, spread sand over surface to blot excess asphalt. Use enough sand to prevent pickup under traffic. Remove loose sand by sweeping before pavement is placed and after volatiles ...
	2. Protect primed substrate from damage until ready to receive paving.


	3.3 PLACING HOT-MIX ASPHALT
	A. Machine place hot-mix asphalt on prepared surface, spread uniformly, and strike off. Place asphalt mix by hand in areas inaccessible to equipment in a manner that prevents segregation of mix. Place each course to required grade, cross section, and ...
	1. Place hot-mix asphalt base course in number of lifts and thicknesses indicated.
	2. Place hot-mix asphalt surface course in single lift.
	3. Spread mix at a minimum temperature of 34T250 deg F34T.
	4. Begin applying mix along centerline of crown for crowned sections and on high side of one-way slopes unless otherwise indicated.
	5. Regulate paver machine speed to obtain smooth, continuous surface free of pulls and tears in asphalt-paving mat.

	B. Place paving in consecutive strips not less than 34T10 feet 34Twide unless infill edge strips of a lesser width are required.
	1. After first strip has been placed and rolled, place succeeding strips and extend rolling to overlap previous strips. Overlap mix placement about 34T1 to 1-1/2 inches 34Tfrom strip to strip to ensure proper compaction of mix along longitudinal joints.
	2. Complete a section of asphalt base course before placing asphalt surface course.

	C. Promptly correct surface irregularities in paving course behind paver. Use suitable hand tools to remove excess material forming high spots. Fill depressions with hot-mix asphalt to prevent segregation of mix; use suitable hand tools to smooth surf...

	3.4 JOINTS
	A. Construct joints to ensure a continuous bond between adjoining paving sections. Construct joints free of depressions, with same texture and smoothness as other sections of hot-mix asphalt course.
	1. Clean contact surfaces and apply tack coat to joints.
	2. Offset longitudinal joints, in successive courses, a minimum of 34T6 inches34T.
	3. Offset transverse joints, in successive courses, a minimum of 34T24 inches34T.
	4. Construct transverse joints at each point where paver ends a day's work and resumes work at a subsequent time.
	5. Compact joints as soon as hot-mix asphalt will bear roller weight without excessive displacement.
	6. Compact asphalt at joints to a density within 2 percent of specified course density.


	3.5 COMPACTION
	A. General: Begin compaction as soon as placed hot-mix paving will bear roller weight without excessive displacement. Compact hot-mix paving with hot, hand tampers or with vibratory-plate compactors in areas inaccessible to rollers.
	1. Complete compaction before mix temperature cools to 34T185 deg F34T.

	B. Breakdown Rolling: Complete breakdown or initial rolling immediately after rolling joints and outside edge. Examine surface immediately after breakdown rolling for indicated crown, grade, and smoothness. Correct laydown and rolling operations to co...
	C. Intermediate Rolling: Begin intermediate rolling immediately after breakdown rolling while hot-mix asphalt is still hot enough to achieve specified density. Continue rolling until hot-mix asphalt course has been uniformly compacted to the following...
	1. Average Density: 96 percent of reference laboratory density according to ASTM D 6927, but not less than 94 percent or greater than 100 percent.
	2. Average Density: 92 percent of reference maximum theoretical density according to ASTM D 2041, but not less than 90 percent or greater than 96 percent.

	D. Finish Rolling: Finish roll paved surfaces to remove roller marks while hot-mix asphalt is still warm.
	E. Edge Shaping: While surface is being compacted and finished, trim edges of pavement to proper alignment. Bevel edges while asphalt is still hot; compact thoroughly.
	F. Repairs: Remove paved areas that are defective or contaminated with foreign materials and replace with fresh, hot-mix asphalt. Compact by rolling to specified density and surface smoothness.
	G. Protection: After final rolling, do not permit vehicular traffic on pavement until it has cooled and hardened.
	H. Erect barricades to protect paving from traffic until mixture has cooled enough not to become marked.

	3.6 INSTALLATION TOLERANCES
	A. Pavement Thickness: Compact each course to produce the thickness indicated within the following tolerances:
	1. Base Course: Plus or minus 34T1/2 inch34T.
	2. Surface Course: Plus 34T1/4 inch34T, no minus.

	B. Pavement Surface Smoothness: Compact each course to produce a surface smoothness within the following tolerances as determined by using a 34T10-foot 34Tstraightedge applied transversely or longitudinally to paved areas:
	1. Base Course:  34T1/4 inch34T.
	2. Surface Course:  34T1/8 inch34T.
	3. Crowned Surfaces: Test with crowned template centered and at right angle to crown. Maximum allowable variance from template is 34T1/4 inch34T.


	3.7 WASTE HANDLING
	A. General: Handle asphalt-paving waste according to approved waste management plan required in Section 017419 "Construction Waste Management and Disposal."
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Driveways.
	2. Curbs and gutters.
	3. Walks.

	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 321373 "Concrete Paving Joint Sealants" for joint sealants in expansion and contraction joints within concrete paving and in joints between concrete paving and asphalt paving or adjacent construction.
	2. Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing" for detectable warning mats.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Cementitious Materials: Portland cement alone or in combination with one or more of blended hydraulic cement, fly ash, slag cement, and other pozzolans.
	B. W/C Ratio: The ratio by weight of water to cementitious materials.

	1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For each type of product.
	B. Design Mixtures: For each concrete paving mixture. Include alternate design mixtures when characteristics of materials, Project conditions, weather, test results, or other circumstances warrant adjustments.

	1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Stamped Detectable Warning Installer Qualifications: An employer of workers trained and approved by manufacturer of stamped concrete paving systems.
	B. Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified according to ASTM C 1077 and ASTM E 329 for testing indicated.
	1. Personnel conducting field tests shall be qualified as ACI Concrete Field Testing Technician, Grade 1, according to ACI CP-1 or an equivalent certification program.


	1.6 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Traffic Control: Maintain access for vehicular and pedestrian traffic as required for other construction activities.
	B. Cold-Weather Concrete Placement: Protect concrete work from physical damage or reduced strength that could be caused by frost, freezing, or low temperatures. Comply with ACI 306.1 and the following:
	1. When air temperature has fallen to or is expected to fall below 34T40 deg F34T, uniformly heat water and aggregates before mixing to obtain a concrete mixture temperature of not less than 34T50 deg F 34Tand not more than 34T80 deg F 34Tat point of ...
	2. Do not use frozen materials or materials containing ice or snow.
	3. Do not use calcium chloride, salt, or other materials containing antifreeze agents or chemical accelerators unless otherwise specified and approved in design mixtures.

	C. Hot-Weather Concrete Placement: Comply with 34TACI 301 34Tand as follows when hot-weather conditions exist:
	1. Cool ingredients before mixing to maintain concrete temperature below 34T90 deg F 34Tat time of placement. Chilled mixing water or chopped ice may be used to control temperature, provided water equivalent of ice is calculated in total amount of mix...
	2. Cover steel reinforcement with water-soaked burlap, so steel temperature will not exceed ambient air temperature immediately before embedding in concrete.
	3. Fog-spray forms, steel reinforcement, and subgrade just before placing concrete. Keep subgrade moisture uniform without standing water, soft spots, or dry areas.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 CONCRETE, GENERAL
	A. ACI Publications: Comply with 34TACI 301 34Tunless otherwise indicated.

	2.2 FORMS
	A. Form Materials: Plywood, metal, metal-framed plywood, or other approved panel-type materials to provide full-depth, continuous, straight, and smooth exposed surfaces.
	1. Use flexible or uniformly curved forms for curves with a radius of 34T100 feet34T or less.

	B. Form-Release Agent: Commercially formulated form-release agent that will not bond with, stain, or adversely affect concrete surfaces and that will not impair subsequent treatments of concrete surfaces.

	2.3 STEEL REINFORCEMENT
	A. Plain-Steel Welded-Wire Reinforcement: ASTM A 1064/A 1064M, fabricated galvanized- steel wire into flat sheets.
	B. Deformed-Steel Welded-Wire Reinforcement: ASTM A 1064/A 1064M, flat sheet.
	C. Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 6034T; deformed.
	D. Galvanized Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A 767/A 767M, Class II zinc coated, hot-dip galvanized after fabrication and bending; with ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 60 34Tdeformed bars.
	E. Steel Bar Mats: ASTM A 184/A 184M; with ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 60 34Tdeformed bars; assembled with clips.
	F. Plain-Steel Wire: ASTM A 1064.
	G. Deformed-Steel Wire: ASTM A 1064/A 1064M.
	H. Joint Dowel Bars: ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 6034T plain-steel bars; zinc coated (galvanized) after fabrication according to ASTM A 767/A 767M, Class I coating. Cut bars true to length with ends square and free of burrs.
	I. Epoxy-Coated, Joint Dowel Bars: ASTM A 775/A 775M; with ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 60 34Tplain-steel bars.
	J. Tie Bars: ASTM A 615/A 615M, 34TGrade 6034T; deformed.

	2.4 CONCRETE MATERIALS
	A. Cementitious Materials: Use the following cementitious materials, of same type, brand, and source throughout Project:
	1. Portland Cement: ASTM C 150/C 150M, gray portland cement Type I.
	2. Fly Ash: ASTM C 618
	3. Slag Cement: ASTM C 989/C 989M, Grade 100 or 120.

	B. Normal-Weight Aggregates: ASTM C 33/C 33M, uniformly graded. Provide aggregates from a single source.
	1. Maximum Coarse-Aggregate Size: 34T 1 inch34T nominal.
	2. Fine Aggregate: Free of materials with deleterious reactivity to alkali in cement.

	C. Air-Entraining Admixture: ASTM C 260/C 260M.
	D. Chemical Admixtures: Admixtures certified by manufacturer to be compatible with other admixtures and to contain not more than 0.1 percent water-soluble chloride ions by mass of cementitious material.
	E. Water: Potable and complying with ASTM C 94/C 94M.

	2.5 CURING MATERIALS
	A. Water: Potable.
	B. Evaporation Retarder: Waterborne, monomolecular, film forming, manufactured for application to fresh concrete.
	C. Clear, Waterborne, Membrane-Forming Curing Compound: ASTM C 309, Type 1, Class B, dissipating.

	2.6 RELATED MATERIALS
	A. Epoxy-Bonding Adhesive: ASTM C 881/C 881M, two-component epoxy resin capable of humid curing and bonding to damp surfaces; of class suitable for application temperature, of grade complying with requirements, and of the following types:
	1. Types I and II, nonload bearing, for bonding hardened or freshly mixed concrete to hardened concrete.


	2.7 STAMPED DETECTABLE WARNING MATERIALS
	A. Detectable Warning Stamp: Semirigid polyurethane mats with formed underside capable of imprinting detectable warning pattern on plastic concrete; perforated with a vent hole at each dome.
	B. Liquid Release Agent: Manufacturer's standard, clear, evaporating formulation designed to facilitate release of stamp mats.

	2.8 CONCRETE MIXTURES
	A. Prepare design mixtures, proportioned according to 34TACI 30134T, for each type and strength of normal-weight concrete, and as determined by either laboratory trial mixtures or field experience.
	1. Use a qualified independent testing agency for preparing and reporting proposed concrete design mixtures for the trial batch method.
	2. When automatic machine placement is used, determine design mixtures and obtain laboratory test results that comply with or exceed requirements.

	B. Cementitious Materials: Use fly ash, pozzolan, slag cement, and silica fume as needed to reduce the total amount of portland cement, which would otherwise be used, by not less than 40 percent.
	C. Add air-entraining admixture at manufacturer's prescribed rate to result in normal-weight concrete at point of placement per VDOT Road and Bridge Specificaitons
	D. Chemical Admixtures: Use admixtures according to manufacturer's written instructions.
	E. Concrete Mixtures: Normal-weight concrete.
	1. Compressive Strength (28 Days): 34T4000 psi.
	2. Maximum W/C Ratio at Point of Placement: 0.45.
	3. Slump Limit: per VDOT Standards.


	2.9 CONCRETE MIXING
	A. Ready-Mixed Concrete: Measure, batch, and mix concrete materials and concrete according to ASTM C 94/C 94M. Furnish batch certificates for each batch discharged and used in the Work.
	1. When air temperature is between 34T85 and 90 deg F34T, reduce mixing and delivery time from 1-1/2 hours to 75 minutes; when air temperature is above 34T90 deg F34T, reduce mixing and delivery time to 60 minutes.



	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Examine exposed subgrades and subbase surfaces for compliance with requirements for dimensional, grading, and elevation tolerances.
	B. Per Geotechnical report subbase shall be examined by Geotechnical Engineer.
	C. Proof-roll prepared subbase surface below concrete paving to identify soft pockets and areas of excess yielding.
	1. Completely proof-roll subbase in one direction and repeat in perpendicular direction. Limit vehicle speed to 34T3 mph34T.
	2. Correct subbase with soft spots and areas of pumping or rutting exceeding depth of 34T1/2 inch34T according to requirements in Section 312000 "Earth Moving."

	D. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Remove loose material from compacted subbase surface immediately before placing concrete.

	3.3 EDGE FORMS AND SCREED CONSTRUCTION
	A. Set, brace, and secure edge forms, bulkheads, and intermediate screed guides to required lines, grades, and elevations. Install forms to allow continuous progress of work and so forms can remain in place at least 24 hours after concrete placement.
	B. Clean forms after each use and coat with form-release agent to ensure separation from concrete without damage.

	3.4 STEEL REINFORCEMENT INSTALLATION
	A. General: Comply with CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice" for fabricating, placing, and supporting reinforcement.
	B. Clean reinforcement of loose rust and mill scale, earth, ice, or other bond-reducing materials.
	C. Arrange, space, and securely tie bars and bar supports to hold reinforcement in position during concrete placement. Maintain minimum cover to reinforcement.
	D. Install welded-wire reinforcement in lengths as long as practicable. Lap adjoining pieces at least one full mesh, and lace splices with wire. Offset laps of adjoining widths to prevent continuous laps in either direction.
	E. Zinc-Coated Reinforcement: Use galvanized-steel wire ties to fasten zinc-coated reinforcement. Repair cut and damaged zinc coatings with zinc repair material.
	F. Install fabricated bar mats in lengths as long as practicable. Handle units to keep them flat and free of distortions. Straighten bends, kinks, and other irregularities, or replace units as required before placement. Set mats for a minimum 34T2-inc...

	3.5 JOINTS
	A. General: Form construction, isolation, and contraction joints and tool edges true to line, with faces perpendicular to surface plane of concrete. Construct transverse joints at right angles to centerline unless otherwise indicated.
	1. When joining existing paving, place transverse joints to align with previously placed joints unless otherwise indicated.

	B. Construction Joints: Set construction joints at side and end terminations of paving and at locations where paving operations are stopped for more than one-half hour unless paving terminates at isolation joints.
	1. Continue steel reinforcement across construction joints unless otherwise indicated. Do not continue reinforcement through sides of paving strips unless otherwise indicated.
	2. Provide tie bars at sides of paving strips where indicated.
	3. Doweled Joints: Install dowel bars and support assemblies at joints where indicated. Lubricate or coat with asphalt one-half of dowel length to prevent concrete bonding to one side of joint.

	C. Contraction Joints: Form weakened-plane contraction joints, sectioning concrete into areas as indicated. Construct contraction joints for a depth equal to at least one-fourth of the concrete thickness, as follows:
	1. Sawed Joints: Form contraction joints with power saws equipped with shatterproof abrasive or diamond-rimmed blades. Cut 34T1/8-inch-34Twide joints into concrete when cutting action will not tear, abrade, or otherwise damage surface and before devel...
	a. Tolerance: Ensure that sawed joints are within 34T3 inches 34Teither way from centers of dowels.

	2. Doweled Contraction Joints: Install dowel bars and support assemblies at joints where indicated. Lubricate or coat with asphalt one-half of dowel length to prevent concrete bonding to one side of joint.

	D. Edging: After initial floating, tool edges of paving, gutters, curbs, and joints in concrete with an edging tool to a 34T1/4-inch 34Tradius. Repeat tooling of edges after applying surface finishes.

	3.6 CONCRETE PLACEMENT
	A. Before placing concrete, inspect and complete formwork installation, steel reinforcement, and items to be embedded or cast-in.
	B. Remove snow, ice, or frost from subbase surface and steel reinforcement before placing concrete. Do not place concrete on frozen surfaces.
	C. Moisten subbase to provide a uniform dampened condition at time concrete is placed. Do not place concrete around manholes or other structures until they are at required finish elevation and alignment.
	D. Comply with 34TACI 301 34Trequirements for measuring, mixing, transporting, and placing concrete.
	E. Do not add water to concrete during delivery or at Project site. Do not add water to fresh concrete after testing.
	F. Deposit and spread concrete in a continuous operation between transverse joints. Do not push or drag concrete into place or use vibrators to move concrete into place.
	G. Consolidate concrete according to 34TACI 301 34Tby mechanical vibrating equipment supplemented by hand spading, rodding, or tamping.
	1. Consolidate concrete along face of forms and adjacent to transverse joints with an internal vibrator. Keep vibrator away from joint assemblies, reinforcement, or side forms. Use only square-faced shovels for hand spreading and consolidation. Consol...

	H. Screed paving surface with a straightedge and strike off.
	I. Commence initial floating using bull floats or darbies to impart an open-textured and uniform surface plane before excess moisture or bleedwater appears on the surface. Do not further disturb concrete surfaces before beginning finishing operations ...

	3.7 FLOAT FINISHING
	A. General: Do not add water to concrete surfaces during finishing operations.
	B. Float Finish: Begin the second floating operation when bleedwater sheen has disappeared and concrete surface has stiffened sufficiently to permit operations. Float surface with power-driven floats or by hand floating if area is small or inaccessibl...
	1. Burlap Finish: Drag a seamless strip of damp burlap across float-finished concrete, perpendicular to line of traffic, to provide a uniform, gritty texture.
	2. Medium-to-Fine-Textured Broom Finish: Draw a soft-bristle broom across float-finished concrete surface, perpendicular to line of traffic, to provide a uniform, fine-line texture.


	3.8 DETECTABLE WARNING INSTALLATION
	A. Blockouts: Form blockouts in concrete for installation of detectable paving units specified in Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing."
	1. Tolerance for Opening Size: Plus 34T1/4 inch34T, no minus.

	B. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles: Form blockouts in concrete for installation of tiles specified in Section 321726 "Tactile Warning Surfacing." Screed surface of concrete where tiles are to be installed to elevation, so that edges of installe...
	C. Stamped Detectable Warnings: Install stamped detectable warnings as part of a continuous concrete paving placement and according to stamp-mat manufacturer's written instructions.
	1. Before using stamp mats, verify that the vent holes are unobstructed.
	2. Apply liquid release agent to the concrete surface and the stamp mat.
	3. Stamping: While initially finished concrete is plastic, accurately align and place stamp mats in sequence. Uniformly load, gently vibrate, and press mats into concrete to produce imprint pattern on concrete surface. Load and tamp mats directly perp...
	4. Trimming: After 24 hours, cut off the tips of mortar formed by the vent holes.
	5. Remove residual release agent according to manufacturer's written instructions, but no fewer than three days after stamping concrete. High-pressure-wash surface and joint patterns, taking care not to damage stamped concrete. Control, collect, and l...


	3.9 CONCRETE PROTECTION AND CURING
	A. General: Protect freshly placed concrete from premature drying and excessive cold or hot temperatures.
	B. Comply with ACI 306.1 for cold-weather protection.
	C. Evaporation Retarder: Apply evaporation retarder to concrete surfaces if hot, dry, or windy conditions cause moisture loss approaching 34T0.2 lb/sq. ft. x h 34Tbefore and during finishing operations. Apply according to manufacturer's written instru...
	D. Begin curing after finishing concrete but not before free water has disappeared from concrete surface.
	E. Curing Methods: Cure concrete by or curing compound or a combination of these as follows:
	1. Curing Compound: Apply uniformly in continuous operation by power spray or roller according to manufacturer's written instructions. Recoat areas subjected to heavy rainfall within three hours after initial application. Maintain continuity of coatin...


	3.10 PAVING TOLERANCES
	A. Comply with tolerances in 34TACI 117 34Tand as follows:
	1. Elevation: 34T3/4 inch34T.
	2. Thickness: Plus 34T3/8 inch34T, minus 34T1/4 inch34T.
	3. Surface: Gap below 34T10-feet-34Tlong; unleveled straightedge not to exceed 34T1/2 inch34T.
	4. Alignment of Tie-Bar End Relative to Line Perpendicular to Paving Edge: 34T1/2 inch per 12 inches 34Tof tie bar.
	5. Lateral Alignment and Spacing of Dowels: 34T1 inch34T.
	6. Vertical Alignment of Dowels: 34T1/4 inch34T.
	7. Alignment of Dowel-Bar End Relative to Line Perpendicular to Paving Edge: 34T1/4 inch per 12 inches 34Tof dowel.
	8. Joint Spacing: 34T3 inches34T.
	9. Contraction Joint Depth: Plus 34T1/4 inch34T, no minus.
	10. Joint Width: Plus 34T1/8 inch34T, no minus.


	3.11 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections.
	B. Testing Services: Testing and inspecting of composite samples of fresh concrete obtained according to ASTM C 172/C 172M shall be performed according to the following requirements:
	1. Testing Frequency: Obtain at least one composite sample for each 34T100 cu. yd.34T or fraction thereof of each concrete mixture placed each day.
	a. When frequency of testing will provide fewer than five compressive-strength tests for each concrete mixture, testing shall be conducted from at least five randomly selected batches or from each batch if fewer than five are used.

	2. Slump: ASTM C 143/C 143M; one test at point of placement for each composite sample, but not less than one test for each day's pour of each concrete mixture. Perform additional tests when concrete consistency appears to change.
	3. Air Content: ASTM C 231/C 231M, pressure method; one test for each composite sample, but not less than one test for each day's pour of each concrete mixture.
	4. Concrete Temperature: ASTM C 1064/C 1064M; one test hourly when air temperature is 34T40 deg F 34Tand below and when it is 34T80 deg F 34Tand above, and one test for each composite sample.
	5. Compression Test Specimens: ASTM C 31/C 31M; cast and laboratory cure one set of three standard cylinder specimens for each composite sample.
	6. Compressive-Strength Tests: ASTM C 39/C 39M; test one specimen at seven days and two specimens at 28 days.
	a. A compressive-strength test shall be the average compressive strength from two specimens obtained from same composite sample and tested at 28 days.


	C. Strength of each concrete mixture will be satisfactory if average of any three consecutive compressive-strength tests equals or exceeds specified compressive strength and no compressive-strength test value falls below specified compressive strength...
	D. Test results shall be reported in writing to Architect, concrete manufacturer, and Contractor within 48 hours of testing. Reports of compressive-strength tests shall contain Project identification name and number, date of concrete placement, name o...
	E. Nondestructive Testing: Impact hammer, sonoscope, or other nondestructive device may be permitted by Architect but will not be used as sole basis for approval or rejection of concrete.
	F. Additional Tests: Testing and inspecting agency shall make additional tests of concrete when test results indicate that slump, air entrainment, compressive strengths, or other requirements have not been met, as directed by Architect.
	G. Concrete paving will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.
	H. Additional testing and inspecting, at Contractor's expense, will be performed to determine compliance of replaced or additional work with specified requirements.
	I. Prepare test and inspection reports.

	3.12 REPAIR AND PROTECTION
	A. Remove and replace concrete paving that is broken, damaged, or defective or that does not comply with requirements in this Section. Remove work in complete sections from joint to joint unless otherwise approved by Architect.
	B. Drill test cores, where directed by Owner’s Representative, when necessary to determine magnitude of cracks or defective areas. Fill drilled core holes in satisfactory paving areas with portland cement concrete bonded to paving with epoxy adhesive.
	C. Protect concrete paving from damage. Exclude traffic from paving for at least 14 days after placement. When construction traffic is permitted, maintain paving as clean as possible by removing surface stains and spillage of materials as they occur.
	D. Maintain concrete paving free of stains, discoloration, dirt, and other foreign material. Sweep paving not more than two days before date scheduled for Substantial Completion inspections.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Cold-applied joint sealants.
	2. Hot-applied joint sealants.
	3. Joint-sealant backer materials.
	4. Primers.


	1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For each type of product.

	1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Installer Qualifications: An entity that employs installers and supervisors who are trained and approved by manufacturer.

	1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Do not proceed with installation of joint sealants under the following conditions:
	1. When ambient and substrate temperature conditions are outside limits permitted by joint-sealant manufacturer.
	2. When joint substrates are wet.
	3. Where joint widths are less than those allowed by joint-sealant manufacturer for applications indicated.
	4. Where contaminants capable of interfering with adhesion have not yet been removed from joint substrates.



	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 MATERIALS, GENERAL
	A. Compatibility: Provide joint sealants, backing materials, and other related materials that are compatible with one another and with joint substrates under conditions of service and application, as demonstrated by joint-sealant manufacturer, based o...

	2.2 COLD-APPLIED JOINT SEALANTS (For asphalt abutting concrete joints only)
	A. Single-Component, Nonsag, Silicone Joint Sealant:  ASTM D 5893/D 5893M, Type NS.

	2.3 HOT-APPLIED JOINT SEALANTS
	A. Hot-Applied, Single-Component Joint Sealant: ASTM D 6690, Type I or Type II.

	2.4 JOINT-SEALANT BACKER MATERIALS
	A. Joint-Sealant Backer Materials: Nonstaining; compatible with joint substrates, sealants, primers, and other joint fillers; and approved for applications indicated by joint-sealant manufacturer, based on field experience and laboratory testing.
	B. Round Backer Rods for Cold- and Hot-Applied Joint Sealants: ASTM D 5249, Type 1, of diameter and density required to control sealant depth and prevent bottom-side adhesion of sealant.

	2.5 PRIMERS
	A. Primers: Product recommended by joint-sealant manufacturer where required for adhesion of sealant to joint substrates indicated.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Examine joints to receive joint sealants, with Installer present, for compliance with requirements for joint configuration, installation tolerances, and other conditions affecting joint-sealant performance.
	B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Surface Cleaning of Joints: Before installing joint sealants, clean out joints immediately to comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions.
	1. Remove all foreign material from joint substrates that could interfere with adhesion of joint sealant, including dust, old joint sealants, oil, grease, waterproofing, water repellents, water, surface dirt, and frost.

	B. Joint Priming: Prime joint substrates where indicated or where recommended in writing by joint-sealant manufacturer, based on preconstruction joint-sealant-substrate tests or prior experience. Apply primer to comply with joint-sealant manufacturer'...

	3.3 INSTALLATION OF JOINT SEALANTS
	A. Comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written installation instructions for products and applications indicated unless more stringent requirements apply.
	B. Joint-Sealant Installation Standard: Comply with recommendations in ASTM C 1193 for use of joint sealants as applicable to materials, applications, and conditions.
	C. Install joint-sealant backings to support joint sealants during application and at position required to produce cross-sectional shapes and depths of installed sealants relative to joint widths that allow optimum sealant movement capability.
	1. Do not leave gaps between ends of joint-sealant backings.
	2. Do not stretch, twist, puncture, or tear joint-sealant backings.
	3. Remove absorbent joint-sealant backings that have become wet before sealant application and replace them with dry materials.

	D. Install joint sealants immediately following backing installation, using proven techniques that comply with the following:
	1. Place joint sealants so they fully contact joint substrates.
	2. Completely fill recesses in each joint configuration.
	3. Produce uniform, cross-sectional shapes and depths relative to joint widths that allow optimum sealant movement capability.

	E. Tooling of Nonsag Joint Sealants: Immediately after joint-sealant application and before skinning or curing begins, tool sealants according to the following requirements to form smooth, uniform beads of configuration indicated; to eliminate air poc...
	1. Remove excess joint sealant from surfaces adjacent to joints.
	2. Use tooling agents that are approved in writing by joint-sealant manufacturer and that do not discolor sealants or adjacent surfaces.

	F. Provide joint configuration to comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions unless otherwise indicated.

	3.4 CLEANING AND PROTECTION
	A. Clean off excess joint sealant as the Work progresses, by methods and with cleaning materials approved in writing by joint-sealant manufacturers.
	B. Protect joint sealants, during and after curing period, from contact with contaminating substances and from damage resulting from construction operations or other causes so sealants are without deterioration or damage at time of Substantial Complet...

	3.5 PAVING-JOINT-SEALANT SCHEDULE
	A. Joint-Sealant Application: Joints within concrete paving and between concrete and asphalt paving.
	1. Joint Location:
	a. Joints between concrete and asphalt paving.
	b. Joints between concrete curbs and asphalt paving.
	c. Other joints as indicated.

	2. Joint Sealant: Hot-applied, single-component joint sealant.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Cast-in-place detectable warning tiles.
	2. Surface-applied detectable warning tiles.
	3. Detectable warning mats.

	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 321313 "Concrete Paving" for concrete walkways serving as substrates for tactile warning surfacing.


	1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For each type of product.

	1.4 PROJECT CONDITIONS
	A. Cold-Weather Protection: Do not use frozen materials or materials mixed or coated with ice or frost. Do not build on frozen subgrade or setting beds. Remove and replace unit paver work damaged by frost or freezing.
	B. Weather Limitations for Adhesive Application:
	1. Apply adhesive only when ambient temperature is above 34T50 deg F 34Tand when temperature has not been below 34T35 deg F 34Tfor 12 hours immediately before application. Do not apply when substrate is wet or contains excess moisture.

	C. Weather Limitations for Mortar and Grout:
	1. Cold-Weather Requirements: Comply with cold-weather construction requirements contained in ACI 530.1/ASCE 6/TMS 602.
	2. Hot-Weather Requirements: Comply with hot-weather construction requirements contained in ACI 530.1/ASCE 6/TMS 602. Provide artificial shade and windbreaks, and use cooled materials as required. Do not apply mortar to substrates with temperatures of...
	a. When ambient temperature exceeds 34T100 deg F34T, or when wind velocity exceeds 34T8 mph 34Tand ambient temperature exceeds 34T90 deg F34T, set unit pavers within 1 minute of spreading setting-bed mortar.




	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 TACTILE WARNING SURFACING, GENERAL
	A. Accessibility Requirements: Comply with applicable provisions in VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications.
	1. For tactile warning surfaces composed of multiple units, provide units that when installed provide consistent side-to-side and end-to-end dome spacing that complies with requirements.


	2.2 DETECTABLE WARNING TILES
	A. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles: Accessible truncated-dome detectable warning tiles configured for setting flush in new concrete walkway surfaces, with slip-resistant surface treatment on domes and field of tile.
	1. Color:  Red brick.

	B. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Metal Tiles: Accessible truncated-dome detectable warning metal tiles  configured for setting flush in new concrete walkway surfaces, with slip-resistant surface treatment on domes and field of tile.

	2.3 ACCESSORIES
	A. Adhesive: As recommended by manufacturer for adhering tactile warning surfacing unit to pavement.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Verify that pavement is in suitable condition to begin installation according to manufacturer's written instructions. Verify that installation of tactile warning surfacing will comply with accessibility requirements upon completion.
	B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

	3.2 INSTALLATION OF TACTILE WARNING SURFACING
	A. General: Prepare substrate and install tactile warning surfacing according to manufacturer's written instructions unless otherwise indicated.
	B. Place tactile warning surfacing units in dimensions and orientation indicated. Comply with location requirements of AASHTO MP 12.

	3.3 INSTALLATION OF DETECTABLE WARNING TILES
	A. Cast-in-Place Detectable Warning Tiles:
	1. Concrete Paving Installation: Comply with installation requirements in Section 321313 "Concrete Paving." Mix, place, and finish concrete to conditions complying with detectable warning tile manufacturer's written requirements for satisfactory embed...
	2. Set each detectable warning tile accurately and firmly in place and completely seat tile back and embedments in wet concrete by tamping or vibrating. If necessary, temporarily apply weight to tiles to ensure full contact with concrete.
	3. Set surface of tile flush with surrounding concrete and adjacent tiles, with variations between tiles and between concrete and tiles not exceeding plus or minus 34T1/8 inch 34Tfrom flush.
	4. Protect exposed surfaces of installed tiles from contact with wet concrete. Complete finishing of concrete paving surrounding tiles. Remove concrete from tile surfaces.
	5. Clean tiles using methods recommended in writing by manufacturer.


	3.4 INSTALLATION OF DETECTABLE WARNING MATS
	A. Lay out detectable warning mats as indicated and mark concrete pavement at edges of mats.
	B. Apply adhesive to back of mat in amounts and pattern recommended by manufacturer, and set mat in place. Firmly seat mat in adhesive bed, eliminating air pockets and establishing full adhesion to pavement. If necessary, temporarily apply weight to m...
	C. Install anchor devices through face of mat and into pavement using anchors located as recommended by manufacturer. Set heads of anchors flush with mat surface.
	D. Mask mat perimeter and adjacent concrete, and apply sealant in continuous bead around perimeter of mat.
	E. Remove masking, adhesive, excess sealant, and soil from exposed surfaces of detectable warning mat and surrounding concrete pavement using cleaning agents recommended in writing by manufacturer.
	F. Protect installed mat from traffic until adhesive has set.

	3.5 CLEANING AND PROTECTION
	A. Remove and replace tactile warning surfacing that is broken or damaged or does not comply with requirements in this Section. Remove in complete sections from joint to joint unless otherwise approved by Architect. Replace using tactile warning surfa...
	B. Protect tactile warning surfacing from damage and maintain free of stains, discoloration, dirt, and other foreign material.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Seeding.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Finish Grade: Elevation of finished surface of planting soil.
	B. Pesticide: A substance or mixture intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating a pest. Pesticides include insecticides, miticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, and molluscicides. They also includes substances or mixtures i...
	C. Pests: Living organisms that occur where they are not desired or that cause damage to plants, animals, or people. Pests include insects, mites, grubs, mollusks (snails and slugs), rodents (gophers, moles, and mice), unwanted plants (weeds), fungi, ...
	D. Planting Soil: Existing, on-site soil; imported soil; or manufactured soil that has been modified with soil amendments and perhaps fertilizers to produce a soil mixture best for plant growth.
	E. Subgrade: The surface or elevation of subsoil remaining after excavation is complete, or the top surface of a fill or backfill before planting soil is placed.

	1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS
	A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.

	1.5 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
	A. Maintenance Data: Recommended procedures to be established by Owner for maintenance of turf during a calendar year. Submit before expiration of required maintenance periods.

	1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Installer Qualifications: A qualified landscape installer whose work has resulted in successful turf establishment.
	1. Professional Membership: Installer shall be a member in good standing of either the Professional Landcare Network or the American Nursery and Landscape Association.
	2. Experience: Three years' experience in turf installation in addition to requirements in Section 014000 "Quality Requirements."
	3. Installer's Field Supervision: Require Installer to maintain an experienced full-time supervisor on Project site when work is in progress.
	4. Personnel Certifications: Installer's personnel assigned to the Work shall have certification in one of the following categories from the Professional Landcare Network:
	a. Landscape Industry Certified Technician - Exterior.
	b. Landscape Industry Certified Lawncare Manager.
	c. Landscape Industry Certified Lawncare Technician.

	5. Pesticide Applicator: State licensed, commercial.


	1.7 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
	A. Seed and Other Packaged Materials: Deliver packaged materials in original, unopened containers showing weight, certified analysis, name and address of manufacturer, and indication of compliance with state and Federal laws, as applicable.
	B. Bulk Materials:
	1. Do not dump or store bulk materials near structures, utilities, walkways and pavements, or on existing turf areas or plants.
	2. Accompany each delivery of bulk materials with appropriate certificates.


	1.8 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. Weather Limitations: Proceed with planting only when existing and forecasted weather conditions permit planting to be performed when beneficial and optimum results may be obtained. Apply products during favorable weather conditions according to man...


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 SEED
	A. Grass Seed: Fresh, clean, dry, new-crop seed complying with AOSA's "Rules for Testing Seeds" for purity and germination tolerances.
	B. Seed Species:
	1. Quality: State-certified seed of grass species as listed below for solar exposure.
	2. Full Sun: Bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon).


	2.2 FERTILIZERS
	A. Commercial Fertilizer: Commercial-grade complete fertilizer of neutral character, consisting of fast- and slow-release nitrogen, 50 percent derived from natural organic sources of urea formaldehyde, phosphorous, and potassium in the following compo...
	1. Composition: 34T1 lb/1000 sq. ft. 34Tof actual nitrogen, 4 percent phosphorous, and 2 percent potassium, by weight.
	2. Composition: Nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in amounts recommended in soil reports from a qualified soil-testing laboratory.


	2.3 MULCHES
	A. Straw Mulch: Provide air-dry, clean, mildew- and seed-free, salt hay or threshed straw of wheat, rye, oats, or barley.
	B. Asphalt Emulsion: ASTM D 977, Grade SS-1; nontoxic and free of plant-growth or germination inhibitors.

	2.4 PESTICIDES
	A. General: Pesticide, registered and approved by the EPA, acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction, and of type recommended by manufacturer for each specific problem and as required for Project conditions and application. Do not use restricted p...


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Examine areas to be planted for compliance with requirements and other conditions affecting installation and performance of the Work.
	1. Verify that no foreign or deleterious material or liquid such as paint, paint washout, concrete slurry, concrete layers or chunks, cement, plaster, oils, gasoline, diesel fuel, paint thinner, turpentine, tar, roofing compound, or acid has been depo...
	2. Suspend planting operations during periods of excessive soil moisture until the moisture content reaches acceptable levels to attain the required results.
	3. Uniformly moisten excessively dry soil that is not workable or which is dusty.

	B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.
	C. If contamination by foreign or deleterious material or liquid is present in soil within a planting area, remove the soil and contamination as directed by Architect and replace with new planting soil.

	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Protect structures; utilities; sidewalks; pavements; and other facilities, trees, shrubs, and plantings from damage caused by planting operations.
	1. Protect grade stakes set by others until directed to remove them.


	3.3 TURF AREA PREPARATION
	A. Moisten prepared area before planting if soil is dry. Water thoroughly and allow surface to dry before planting. Do not create muddy soil.
	B. Before planting, obtain Architect's acceptance of finish grading; restore planting areas if eroded or otherwise disturbed after finish grading.

	3.4 SEEDING
	A. Sow seed with spreader or seeding machine. Do not broadcast or drop seed when wind velocity exceeds 34T5 mph34T.
	1. Evenly distribute seed by sowing equal quantities in two directions at right angles to each other.
	2. Do not use wet seed or seed that is moldy or otherwise damaged.
	3. Do not seed against existing trees. Limit extent of seed to outside edge of planting saucer.

	B. Sow seed at a total rate of 34T4 lb/1000 sq. ft.
	C. Rake seed lightly into top 34T1/8 inch 34Tof soil, roll lightly, and water with fine spray.
	D. Protect seeded areas with slopes not exceeding 1:6 by spreading straw mulch. Spread uniformly to form a continuous blanket 34T1-1/2 inches 34Tin loose thickness over seeded areas. Spread by hand, blower, or other suitable equipment.

	3.5 TURF MAINTENANCE
	A. General: Maintain and establish turf by watering, fertilizing, weeding, mowing, trimming, replanting, and performing other operations as required to establish healthy, viable turf. Roll, regrade, and replant bare or eroded areas and remulch to prod...
	1. Fill in as necessary soil subsidence that may occur because of settling or other processes. Replace materials and turf damaged or lost in areas of subsidence.
	2. In areas where mulch has been disturbed by wind or maintenance operations, add new mulch and anchor as required to prevent displacement.
	3. Apply treatments as required to keep turf and soil free of pests and pathogens or disease. Use integrated pest management practices whenever possible to minimize the use of pesticides and reduce hazards.

	B. Turf Postfertilization: Apply commercial fertilizer after initial mowing and when grass is dry.
	1. Use fertilizer that provides actual nitrogen of at least 34T1 lb/1000 sq. ft. 34Tto turf area.


	3.6 SATISFACTORY TURF
	A. Turf installations shall meet the following criteria as determined by Architect:
	1. Satisfactory Seeded Turf: At end of maintenance period, a healthy, uniform, close stand of grass has been established, free of weeds and surface irregularities, with coverage exceeding 90 percent over any 34T10 sq. ft. 34Tand bare spots not exceedi...

	B. Use specified materials to reestablish turf that does not comply with requirements, and continue maintenance until turf is satisfactory.

	3.7 CLEANUP AND PROTECTION
	A. Promptly remove soil and debris created by turf work from paved areas. Clean wheels of vehicles before leaving site to avoid tracking soil onto roads, walks, or other paved areas.
	B. Remove surplus soil and waste material, including excess subsoil, unsuitable soil, trash, and debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property.
	C. Erect temporary fencing or barricades and warning signs as required to protect newly planted areas from traffic. Maintain fencing and barricades throughout initial maintenance period and remove after plantings are established.
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